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Editorial 
It is with great sadness that we record the passing four influ-
ential Americans who all made significant contributions in their 
chosen fields of diving. 
Bernice McKenzie was the subject of our first interview in 
the premiere issue of Historical Diver and was THE one lady 
that every successful commercial diver in the last half of the 20th 
century had dealt with or heard of. The DESCO "Boss Lady" had 
a singularly unique career in a field totally dominated by mascu-
linity. 
For a brief time in WWII, E. D. Buie worked at DES CO with 
Bernice and developed one of the most unusual pieces of diving 
equipment ever to be produced in America; an anti-magnetic re-
circulating diving system for mine disposal. 
AI Hansen became one of the most respected divers in his 
field and even managed to get his wife, Norma, involved in his 
trade to such a degree that they became a husband and wife com-
mercial diving team. 
Some of their stories have been recorded in previous issues 
and a little of all their careers are recalled in this one. 
With the passing of E.R. Cross, the world lost one of the 
most influential divers of the last century. E.R. 's influence can 
be found in almost every facet of the American diving profes-
sion, both commercial and recreational. We will publish articles 
covering aspects of E.R. 's career in a future issue but at this time 
it is appropriate to say that this magazine would probably not 
'still exist if was not for his guidance, support and counsel. 
He was an honorable and honest man with a well-earned 
reputation for integrity. In our formative years his presence on 
the Advisory Board gave our young Society an instant credibil-
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Dive Commercial 
International 
ity. In an international diving community often lacking in focus, 
harmony, and "one planet" vision, the endorsement ofE.R. Cross 
seemed to be the international seal of approval accepted by all 
passionate divers. To acknowledge and honor his numerous con-
tributions to diving, we established the HDSUSA E.R. Cross 
Award. 
Ever since I knew him, E.R. always took the subject of div-
ing very seriously and our long distance conversations benefited 
not only me but also the content of this publication. I will miss 
him. I will miss those long telephone conversations when he 
would dispense his wisdom and opinion with a humility belying 
his monumental achievements. I will miss his sharp and inquisi-
tive mind that could, and sometimes would, make me account 
for almost everything I had written or printed in an issue. I will 
miss the little lift I would get when I heard his voice on my 
answer machine; when he would call up just to make sure I was 
doing okay or ask me to take care of a little chore for him. His 
conversations would invariably start with "Hey young fella!" 
and end with "Hang in there amigo!" I will always miss him. 
I know my sense of loss is shared by hundreds of others. 
Many HDS members around the world have maintained a tele-
phone and mail relationship over the last 50-odd years with this 
unique man. We are all sad for his passing but are also happy 
that he was able to share part of his life with us. If the postal 
service ever gets around to honoring the pioneering American 
divers with a series of stamps, E.R. probably deserves to be on 
their first one. 
Whether that comes to pass or not, he will always be with 
us; and our children; and their children. 
For as long as divers venture beneath the surface of the 
oceans, the spirit of E.R. Cross will always be alive. 
Leslie Leaney, Editor 
Your Source for 
Professional Diving Equipment 
and 
a proud sponsor of 
HISTORICAL DIVER 
3400 16th Ave West 
Seattle, WA 98109 
206.784.5050 
dci@ wolfenet.com 
www.divecommerical.com 
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December 27, 1913- May 8, 2000 
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Underwater Intervention 2000 ADC Awards 
Mary Ann Galletti poses with Leslie Leaney who accepted the Jerry Gauthier presents the ADC President's Award for 
John Galletti Memorial Award on behalf of his friend Bob Kirby. Excellence to UnderWater Magazine publisher Howie Doyle. 
Drew Michel presents Nick van der Veen of Shell with an award Jerry Gauthier presents the Thomas Devine Memorial Award 
for the show :S Outstanding Technical Paper, "AUV's; Why? and to Subsea Associate :S Rick Jager. 
Will We?" 
Dl I SY T 
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Sl TE ATIONAL 
The world's leading manufacturer 
of 
diving helmets and full face masks 
and a 
proud founding member 
of 
Historical Diving Society 
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In The Ne\\S 
The Aberdeen Amphibian. 
One of the most popular ar-
ticles we have published was 
Ivor Howitt's Memories of 
an Aberdeen Amphibian in 
HDM #20. Ivor is based in 
New Zealand and is work-
ing with our friends in the 
Diving Historical Society 
Australia & S.E. Asia. Here-
cently sent us a current 
photo showing his homemade pressurized underwater hous-
ing for his "Robot" camera, which he used in November 1953 
off Heron Island on the Great Barrier Reef in Australia. 
DESCO History. Historical Diver Sponsor company 
DESCO, formed in 1937, added a new web site to cover the 
company's history and products. The original company 
founders included Jack Browne and Max Gene Nohl, two 
divers who were to shape pre-WWII deep diving procedures 
and equipment manufacture. Given the array of unusual 
equipment that DESCO manufactured, the site promises to 
be one of the most interesting dive history sites on the web. 
Check it out at www.descocorp.homestead.com. 
Antique Diving List. Texas based HDSUSA member Rich-
ard Lowe has established the Antique Diving List to assist in 
providing knowledge on the maintainence of classic diving 
equipment. The list also provides a forum for other informa-
tion relating to helmet diving and collecting. There is also 
regular correspondence from several Classic Equipment 
Group members also. To subscribe to Richard's list visit his 
web site at www.angelfire.com/tx3/antiquediving. 
Singapore diving history. Member Peter Green is research-
ing the history of diving in Singapore and is looking for any 
information on the subject. Anyone who is able to add any 
information to Peter's research can contact him at 
peter@singapore.geco-prakla.slb.com or through the DHS 
Australia. 
Stay in touch 
with the HDSUSA E Newsletter 
The E Newsletter provides a regular 
update of news, information and events 
from HDSUSA. Subscription is free. 
To suscribe go to: 
http://www.hds.org 
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HDSUSA Member AI Tillman was presented with the 
Conrad Limbaugh Memorial Award on April 15, 2000 by 
the Los Angeles County Underwater Instructors Association 
(LACUIA). The presentation was made by Zale Parry at their 
annual UICC Graduation and Awards Banquet. Past honoree's 
include such pioneers as Tommy Thompson, Nick Icom, Ron 
Merker, James Stewart and Glen Egstrom. 
The LACUIA was founded in 1954 by Tillman and 
fellow HDSUSA Advisory Board member Bev Morgan. 
They were sent by Los Angeles County to Scripps Institute 
of Oceanography to study diving under Conrad Limbaugh 
in the program that he set up to teach students how to dive. 
The Scripp's program was the first civilian certification 
program and Tillman and Morgan adapted it as the first 
program in America, and possibly the world, open to the 
general public. More about Tillman's diving career can be 
found in his book I Thought I Saw Atlantis, available 
through HDSUSA. 
Today Tillman is working with Parry on a multi-volume 
comprehensive history of recreational diving that will be 
available through HDSUSA. He has recently broken ground 
on a small facility to hold the non-profit diving museum of 
equipment, audio recording, photographs, books and ephem-
era. The facility is located on Orcas Island and will be open 
by appointment only. Information on the museum and the 
new book can be found at www.DivingHistory.com. 
New York. The Long Island Maritime Museum, in partner-
ship with the HDSUSA, will present a year long display of 
diving history. The grand opening of the exhibit is scheduled 
for Saturday August 28, 2000 and will feature actual heavy 
gear diving operations by the Northeast Diving Equipment 
Group. The exhibit is assembled by member Bob Rusnak 
and will feature military, commercial and recreational equip-
ment from the HDSUSA and several private collections. For 
more details contact Bob at r8439@netzero.net 
New Mexico. The New Mexico State Police and Aqua Lung 
will be hosting a Diving Expo 2000 at Elephant Butte Lake, 
New Mexico on October 2-6, 2000. HDS member Mike War-
ing of the New Mexico State Police Dive Team expects law 
enforcement officers from across the U.S. to attend and will 
have HDS promotional items available at the Expo. For more 
info contact Mike at mwaring@dps.state.nm.us. 
Hoodsport, Washington. This year's Northwest Scuba Fes-
tival is being held on September 16 and 17 at Hoodsport, 
Washington. The Festival will include appearances by the 
USN Seal Team, the USN EOD Team, a Search and Rescue 
Helicopter demonstration, underwater treasure hunt, a "free" 
introduction to scuba pool, HDS booth, 130 exhibits, six div-
ing contests and more. The two-day Festival will raise funds 
to support the Boys and Girls Club of Mason County and the 
American Red Cross. For more information contact Festival 
co-sponsors Northwest Dive News at 
nwdiver@nwdivenews.com. 
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New Members 
Mark G. Bayuk 
Michael Craig 
Shirley Richards 
Frans P. Carlson 
Rodney Jeu 
Michael F. Miller 
Marcelo Suarez Garcia, Spain 
Bradley A. Hokanson 
Douglas W. Stevenson Jr. 
Chris Giuliano 
Dennis Dorsey 
John Yurga 
James A. Turbayne 
R. Michael Small 
Annette Spaulding 
Vin Malkoski 
Jeff Laurie 
Ed Smith 
Russell Langford 
Suzanne Reynard 
Neil Churchill 
Bill Mills 
Edward J. Tanitor 
Lawrence L. McGlynn 
Robert Fairbanks 
Scott Robinson 
Phillip Nimeskern 
Gregory McGrath 
Robert Bacon 
Timothy G. Loring 
Leslie A. Mead 
Buddy Solomito 
Troy Dowaliby 
The Board of Directors of the HDSUSA, DHSASEA and HDS CANADA wish to extend their 
thanks to the following new members for their support, and welcome them to the Society. 
Alan Levesque 
Paul Lawton 
Brad Weilbrenner 
Thomas Valentine 
Tim Joines 
Patrick Hughes 
Alan Mikkelsen 
John A. Beagles 
Sea Visions Ltd. ICELAND 
Randy Suchcicki 
Jack Sells 
Jeffrey Zelenroc 
Robert C. Johnston 
Orlando Abseus 
Mike Streett 
David Crooks 
Stephen Scarpulla 
Alan Chupa 
Bob Shaykin 
S Gaudette 
David Hill 
John Hill 
Fred D. Martens 
Marian Howell 
Thomas H. Baker 
Peter Johnson 
J. Bruce Meredith 
Ray Albers 
Christos Spanos 
Tom Lopatin 
Cathy Church 
Don Huneke 
Greg Lamb 
Suzanne Donlan 
Domenick T Alletti 
Peter Kohut 
Tom Keck 
David Almeida 
John Chalfin 
Peter Cancio 
Paul Chepurko Jr. 
Frank M. Fabozzi 
Ross Auld, UNITED KINGDOM 
Thomas Mueller, GERMANY 
Ben Richardson 
Paul T Meagher 
Walt Costa 
MOAV 
Edward E Jameson 
Todd Hitzeman 
Steven Guzan 
Joe Leiboritz 
Mike Cooney 
Patrick Placher 
Brien Crotty 
Bill Bradford 
Patrick B Vanwra 
Ludwik Szydlowski 
Robert D Forentino 
Jerry Powell 
PaulE Ganze 
Joe Rojas 
Douglas L Bourdo 
Richard Coolbaugh 
Dave & Paula Mcgee 
Matt Nelson 
David Lehrer 
Kathleen Mclaughlin 
Larry Taylor 
Mary Nowak 
Justin F Krahn 
David P. Nicodemus 
Jim Owens 
Scott Pearson 
Dale J. Purchase 
Meagan Klein 
Dorothy Herberg 
Becky Kjonaas 
Bev Chadwell 
Jack Troup 
Ken Harvaner 
Bob Pesavento 
Chris Cummings 
Michael Skeddle 
Dave Gannon 
Troy S. Reiter 
Armin Luggen 
SHEMI 
Jack Ferguson 
Tom Roach 
David Powell 
Pete Berdzar 
Brad W. Hizer 
Debra Ritchie President 
Gray D. Bowman Jr. 
Mike Reid 
Frank Anderson 
John Edwards 
Rob Carrillo 
Steven Nicosa 
Joe Cadwell 
TM 
Jearz-_ll,fzcheZ C~ZLsL-eaZL -- I<ezk~ 
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Protect the ocean and you protect yourself 
Ocean Futures 
is proud to support 
The Historical Diving Society 
Please check us out at 
WWW .oceanfutures.com 
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Women Divers Hall of Fame 
Women Divers Hall of Fame Debut a Huge Success 
March 24-26,2000 marked the debut of the Women Divers Hall of Fame (WHDOF), the honor society established 
to recognize women divers who have contributed significantly to the exploration, understanding, safety and enjoy-
ment of the underwater world. The WDHOF was created as a collaborative effort between Beneath the Sea, Women 
Underwater Magazine, the Underwater Society of America, the Women's Scuba Association, and Hillary Viders, 
Ph.D. 
The WDHOF inaugural events, hosted by Beneath the Sea at the Meadowlands Expo. Center in Secaucus, NJ, 
included a black tie awards banquet, a public reception, and a luncheon for WDHOF Members and their families and 
friends. A spotlight video about the WDHOF, produced by the award-winning team of Sue and Jack Drafahl, was 
featured at the show's Saturday evening film festival. Some 10,000 people, including many diving industry execu-
tives, attended the BTS Expo. Throughout the weekend the public thronged to meet, speak with, and get autographs 
from the WDHOF Guests of Honor, many of whom they consider their "idols." 
Of the 72 women elected to the Women Divers Hall of Fame in 2000, 36 attended the BTS Expo to receive their 
award certificates and WDHOF gold pins. The group, which included such diving celebrities as Valerie Taylor, Cathy 
Church, Dee Scarr, Dr. Maida Taylor, Tanya Streeter (2000 free diving record holder), and others came from 14 states 
throughout the US, as well as from Canada, the Caribbean, and Australia. Lotte Hass, the "First Lady of Diving," who 
was unable to make the trip from Germany, sent a beautiful acceptance speech which was read by Leslie Leaney (Pres. 
of the Historical Diving Society USA) as he accepted the award on Lotte's behalf. Hillary Viders, Ph.D., one of the 
Founders, Executive Committee Members and fellow Member of the WDHOF commented, "It was truly remarkable 
to see such a diverse and talented group of women divers come together. The WDHOF surpasses all boundaries-
geographical, political, and cultural." 
Buoyed by the huge success of its inaugural weekend, the WDHOF is already planning events to be held next 
March during BTS 2001. Additionally, WDHOF award presentations will be held at other dive shows and symposia 
throughout the year. At DEMA 2001 several of the WDHOF Inaugural Members, including Dr. Sylvia Earle, 
Dr. Eugenie Clark, Zale Parry (co-star of Sea Hunt), Hillary Hauser, Alese Pechter, and Bonnie Cardone are scheduled 
to receive their awards and pins at a WDHOF ceremony. 
New nominations for the WDHOF will be accepted until November 1, 2000. If you would like more information 
on the WDHOF or would like to submit a nomination, please contact: 
BENEATH THE SEA: www.BeneathTheSea.org 
WOMEN UNDERWATER MAGAZINE: www.WomenUnderwater.com 
WOMEN'S SCUBA ASSOCIATION: www.WomeninScuba.com 
UNDERWATER SOCIETY OF AMERICA: www.underwater-society.org 
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Dear Mother, 
I Did Not Dive Into the Ocean Today 
by E.D. Buie 
By exclusive permission of the 
Buie Family, the HDSUSA of-
fers the original 1983 self-pub-
lished book by Lieutenant E.D. 
Buie U.S.N. The author was a 
career USN diver who developed 
the non-magnetic Buie Recircu-
lating Diving Suit during WWII. 
The book covers some early div-
ing equipment, the physics of 
diving, diving accidents, diving 
suits and techniques of the past, 
and foreign standard diving 
equipment. Chapter Seven will 
be of great interest to combat his-
torians. Titled "The Diver as a Warrior," this chapter pro-
vides descriptions and photographs of the various combat 
diving equipment Buie encountered during WWII; Italian, 
German, British, Japanese, American. He also recalls his 
work with the Royal Navy Port Party, the arrival ofDESCO, 
and Jack Browne and his introduction of the Buie Recircu-
lating Diving Suit. 
1983, soft bound, 107 pages, black & white photographs. 
$16.00 plus $4.00 domestic, $7.00 overseas p&p. CAres. 
add 7.75% sales tax. 
HDSUSA Rally 
September 30-0ctober 1, 2000 
Santa Barbara City College, Santa Barbara California 
Diving History Presentations by: 
Dr. Phil Nuytten 
UNDERWATER DESIGNER AND ENGINEER 
Willard Bascom 
OCEANOGRAPHER 
John Broadwater 
MoNITOR MARINE SANCfUARY MANAGER 
Tickets are $20 and include b-b-q lunch, exhibits, SBCC 
Marine Tech bell runs, classic equipment swap-meet. 
Saturday Evening: Banquet with guest speaker 
Dick Anderson. 
Tickets $35. Tickets are ver.y limited! 
Sunday: Classic Equipment Diving in Santa Barbara Harbor 
For tickets and information 
contact 805-692-0072 or go to www.hds.org 
Sea Pearls is proud to sponsor Historical Diver Magazine 
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Offering Top Line Dive Weights & Accessories 
AT LEADING DIVE STORES WORLDWIDE 
P. 0. BOX 204 • OSSEO, MN 55369 
1-800-328-3852 • FAX 612-424-2027 
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AQUANAUT/HYDRONAUT 2000 
By 
Edward C. Cargile 
Over 125 were in attendance at the combined Aquanaut/Hydronaut 2000 Reunion held in San Diego, California, 
March 16-18. 
Members of the Sealab Program, the TRIESTE Team and the Deep Submersible Pilots Association organized and 
conducted the Reunion. Others interested in ocean science and technology were also invited. 
Attendees included aquanauts and support team members from U.S. Navy Sealab I, II and III, pilots and support 
personnel on several deep submersibles. 
Many of those present are true pioneers in the deep submergence community. 
One of the key organizers, Bob Bornholdt, hosted a kickoff Mexican Fiesta at his casa. Libations and sea stories 
flowed. 
Several presentations were given by members of the Sealab Program. Two of the key personnel in Sealab, Capt. 
Walt Mazzone and Cmdr. Jack Tomsky, made vivid and revealing presentations on their perspective of the aquanaut 
program. 
Cmdr. Lee Hall, Commanding Officer of the Navy Deep Submergence Unit, gave an excellent report on the 
mission and status of the submarine rescue and deep submergence search unit. He included their activities in discov-
ering the aircraft carrier U.S.S. YoRKTOWN, location and documentation of the CH-47 helicopter that crashed off San 
Diego killing seven Marines, and location of the recent Alaska Airlines crash site off Ventura. 
The Supervisor of Salvage, Capt. Bert Marsh, briefed the very knowledgeable group on the current mission and 
status of the U.S. Navy diving capability and research. 
Andy Rechnitzer, Ph.D. conducted an enlightening presentation by the TRIESTE Team that conducted the deepest 
manned submersible dive to 35,800 feet off Guam in 1960. Andy (Scientist-in-Charge and Program Director of the 
TRIESTE) gave some very revealing descriptions of the bathyscaph activities. Other very interesting perspectives of 
TRIESTE were made by Larry Shumaker (then a Lieutenant, Pilot and Assistant Officer-in-Charge of TRIESTE) and John 
Michel (then Master Chief on TRIESTE). 
Capt. Don Walsh, Ph.D. (then a Lieutenant, Pilot and Officer-in-Charge of TRIESTE) shared his experience de-
scending in TRIESTE with Jacques Piccard on the record deep dive of almost seven miles down. 
A special tribute was paid to Aquanaut Berry Cannon, who was killed during Sealab III. His wife and father were 
present at the dinner and were appropriately acknowledged with a standing ovation. 
Rear Admiral Brad Mooney spoke on insights during his tenure as Officer-in-Charge of TRIESTE II, including their 
survey and recovery of parts from the sunken nuclear submarines U.S.S. THRESHER and U.S.S. ScoRPION. 
Video interviews were shot of the TRIESTE Team for The History Channel television show. The project was re-
searched, written and proposed by Ed Cargile (HDS Charter Member), who is co-producer of the television show with 
Dr. Andy Rechnitzer (HDS USA Advisory Board Member). The tentative title of the one-hour TV show is Trieste: 
The Deepest Dive. It is schedule to air in August or September 2000. More details will be provided to HDS when 
available. 
At the Sealab Association Business Meeting it was decided to have another combined Aquanaut/Hydronaut Re-
union in San Diego during the spring of 2002. Members of the Historical Diving Society will be invited. 
Bob Bornman, John Dawson, Beth Bornman and Andy and Alice Rechnitzer at 
Aquanaut/Hydronaut 2000 Reunion 
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In the Mail 
Some mail may have been edited. 
Thank you so much for sending me copies of Histori-
cal Diver. The story about me is excellent, and I admire 
John Fine's memory. I hope that when you publish Dimitri's 
story it will be as good as mine. There is a famous self-
portrait of Dimitri and the shooting bullet that appeared in 
magazines world-wide in the late 1940s. There is also an-
other picture of him in 1951 with Lord Mountbatten. To-
day everybody born after 1940 has no idea who 
Mountbatten was. I am now in Switzerland but I left sev-
eral negatives with the Archaeological Museum in Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida. I also left items with Joachim Jacobsen 
who was the only one interested in taking over Dimitri's 
business. I would appreciate it very much if I could re-
ceive copies of the articles about Dimitri that appeared in 
issue 13. 
With kindest regards, 
Ada Rebikoff 
Siloah Bethanieu, Switzerland 
I wish to congratulate the Historical Diver team for 
the very high technical quality of the illustrations of my 
paper concerning Lemaire d' Augerville in issue 21. I also 
congratulate Andy on the very good presentation, and the 
very good translation of my text by Sam Oziel and Jill 
Desvergne. That was not an easy thing to do. As research 
takes us back across the centuries the actual French to 
French translations become increasingly more difficult, 
before we get to French to English translations! There were 
some rare and little mistakes in the article but they were 
without consequence to the description of the apparatus. 
"Calfats" were originally divers, and "lied' Aix" was "the 
disastrous theater of the destruction of a French Fleet (not 
only a vessel) by the British fire-ships in 1809." So, con-
gratulations to Sam and Jill. Bravo! 
Daniel David 
Saint Brieuc, France 
I wanted to drop a line to let you know how much I 
enjoy Historical Diver Magazine. I've been an HDS mem-
ber for five years and have seen the magazine grow con-
siderably in content and quality. I cannot get to all of the 
HDS events but the magazine helps me keep in touch with 
these activities and with the many friends I have made 
through the Society. Thank you for all the hard work you 
both put into making Historical Diver a very classy, highly 
informative magazine. 
Sid Macken 
Amity, Oregon. 
Thanks Sid. It has been a long haul for a couple of 
"willing amateurs" like us to get HDM where it is. We have 
had our share of crises trying to publish an accurate maga-
zine on time AND run the Society, but are glad you appre-
ciate our work. -Leslie and Andy 
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It has been an excellent year for Diving Historical So-
ciety Australia & S.E. Asia. Firstly, our Chairman Bob 
Ramsay received the E.R. Cross Award which was pre-
sented to him in January when he visited the USA. 
Secondly, the Limited Edition Abalone helmet that was a 
prize in the HDSUSA Fund Raising drive also came to Aus-
tralia. 
The E.R. Cross Award is a great honor for the DHS 
ASEA and very well deserved by Bob. Over the years he 
has worked tremendously hard with great dedication to 
establish the DHS in our region. Current members owe Bob 
a big thank you for the inspiration and enjoyment now avail-
able to us through our newsletter, networking with other 
members around the world, and being able to dive our his-
toric gear. 
Regarding the helmet win, I want to thank the HDSUSA 
organizers for staging a great raffle and offering such won-
derful prizes. I see that the prizes went all over the world 
and the fact that the Abalone helmet came my way was 
very exciting indeed. I hope to dive the helmet at our next 
National Conference in May 2000 and will provide a short 
report on the helmet's first dip. 
Des Williams 
Melbourne, Australia 
line of books for the diver 
, ... IU ....... , ..... , ..... .,. on just diving 
a sample of the many 
we have available 
• Underwater Photography 
• Underwater Inspection 
• Underwater Welding 
• Salvage Techniques 
• Diving Physiology 
• Mixed Gas Diving 
• Diving Medicine 
• Decompression 
• Nitrox Diving 
• Diving Safety 
For more infor-
mation on these or 
other Best books, call for a 
free catalog 
68-1055 
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DIVING illSIORICAL SOCIE'IY AUSfRALIA, 
SOUIH EAST ASIA 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2000. 
This year's DHS ASEA National 
Conference and its activities centred 
around the small town of Hastings, 
in Victoria. Saturday commenced 
with a bibliophile meeting where 
members presented and discussed 
various books and articles from their 
collections. Many books, some 
quite rare, were then placed on dis-
play. 
of the British divers. This was a 
fantastic piece of research that held 
the audience spellbound for his 
entire presentation. John is pre-
paring to publish a book on this 
research soon. 
Bob Cumberland, a long-time 
Melbourne diver, presented an 
informative talk on twin hose regu-
lators that added variety and inter-
est for twin hose buffs. 
On Saturday afternoon, a work-
shop was held at "Dive Perfect" a 
local dive shop which was very kind 
to us. A Chinese Helmet converted 
by Bob Kirby into a "Kirby Air Hat" 
was displayed and discussed. The 
Award winners (l tor) Peter Green, Pat 
Washington and Barry Andrewatha 
Dr. Ian Millar, Director of H y-
perbaric Medicine at Melbourne 
Alfred Hospital, gave a brief and 
informative presentation on the 
history and current developments 
in hyperbaric medicine. Of par-
almost complete helmet was the result of the Bob and Claudia 
Kirby Workshop held in Santa Ynez, CA., USA last October. 
The helmet (owned by Bob Ramsay) showed the Kirby improve-
ments that included better vision and weight. Again this dem-
onstrates the enduring genius of Bob Kirby to design and manu-
facture quality helmets with an emphasis on practicality for the 
working diver. Skills for repairing helmets were also demon-
strated for the group. 
On Saturday evening members attended the Society's din-
ner, where two important Society awards were presented; Barry 
Andewartha was deservedly named "Member of the Year" for 
his work in promoting diving history and along the way creat-
ing Australia's largest archive of diving history through his pub-
lications, Dive Log Australasia and Sport Diver. As Barry said, 
it was all great fun and worth it, when he described what amounts 
to a major part of his life's work. Peter Green from Singapore 
was "Working Equipment Group Member of the Year" for his 
continued efforts to make the Singapore membership bigger and 
more active. Congratulations to both men. 
On Sunday the conference was held at HMAS Cerberus 
Naval Base Crib Point. This was a real treat for the members as 
the naval base lecture theatre is truly state of the art. Com-
pletely computer controlled and with magnificent acoustics this 
made the entire day a pleasure. Patrick Washington OAM, 
Oceaneering Australia CEO, and recently appointed DHS ASEA 
Board Member, told of his experiences [going back rather a 
long way Ed.] with the offshore commercial diving industry, 
including his time in sunny California. This was an interesting 
presentation and Pat really had the audience in the palm of his 
hands with tales of his many exploits. Pat's son Daniel, an RAN 
Lieutenant was conveniently in charge of the fine training facil-
ity that we were using. Thanks Daniel. 
Historian John Bailey gave an overview of his research into 
the little known incident in 1912 involving eight British divers 
who were employed to dive for pearl shell in Broome, Austra-
lia. This covered the politics and deceitfulness of the time that 
ultimately culminated in the unfortunate injury and death of some 
ticular interest were the changes that have developed over the 
years in chamber design and the illnesses treated. 
Melbourne historian and Society member Jeff Maynard pre-
sented some extracts from his recent video interview with the 
inventor of the single hose regulator, Ted Eldred. Ted talked 
about his invention and what happened to his idea in the 1950's. 
This was of great interest to the audience as this was truly an 
important period of time not only from an Australian viewpoint 
but for world diving history. 
Regional reports were presented from Peter Green on the 
Singapore scene, John Allen for Victoria, David Hills for the 
NSW activities and Christopher Deane for South Australia. The 
president's report thanked members for their strong dedication 
to the Society and the resultant recent growth in membership. 
Thanks to the Victorian members, Des Williams, John Allen, 
Geoff Reed, Lester Smith and Jeff Maynard for their hard work 
and commitment. They ensured all aspects were professionally 
organised and as a result the conference was a complete suc-
cess. 
DHS ASEA Rally in 2001. Many international members 
have expressed interest in attending and presenting next year. 
Sydney is the place; I st and 2nd September 200 I the dates. We 
invite all to attend. We have an exciting program in planning to 
make it very worthwhile to "come on down-under." Some 
American members are threatening to attend en masse and do 
some side trips with DHS ASEA members. Interested? Get in 
touch. This is what international affiliation is all about, folks. 
DHS ASEA Awards Honorary Membership to Wally 
Gibbins, an active member of the Australian dive scene for over 
50 years, and Jacques Mayo!, legendary breath hold diver and 
the first man to reach lOOm, in one big breath. Jacque's life 
story was in part the basis for the French Movie The Big Blue. 
International Affiliations: It was with great pleasure that 
DHS ASEA has completed Affiliation Agreements with: HDS, 
HDS Canada, HDS USA, HDS Germany, HDS Southern Africa, 
HDS Italy, HDS Mexico. 
PO BOX 2064, Normanville, 5204 South Australia, Australia, www.netspace.net.au/-oceans/divehist.html 
Phone +61 8 8558 2970 Fax +61 8 8558 3490 Email: bramsay@iaccess.com.au 
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IDSIDRICAL DIVING SOCIE1Y CANADA 
241 A East I st Street Rear 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7L IB4 
Tel: 604-980-6262 Fax: 604-980-6236e-mail: nrl @direct.ca 
Back in the 50s 
Nitrox and rebreathers ... so what's new? 
HDS Canada President Phil Nuytten recalls some early days and equipment of 
recreational diving on the West Coast of Canada. 
So there I was, right at the 
edge, one foot actually in the 
water. I kneeled down to pull 
on my fin and lost my balance. 
Just a little. My knee moved 
forward and down, perhaps 
six inches, no more. In one 
heartbeat, I sent an innocent 
clump of barnacles to their fi-
nal reward and poked a hole 
in the knee of my drysuit. 
Great snapping rectums! And, 
wouldn't you know it, the wa-
ter was that special, sparkley, 
blue-green that says quietly 
and smugly "I am very, very 
clear today ... you are going to 
like this!" I crawled back up 
the rocky ledge on all fours-
being careful not to put an-
other hole in my suit. My 
mouthpiece and shut-off valve 
bounced over the rocks, then 
hung up, stretching the corru-
gated rubber breathing hose. 
The MSA rebreather wasn't 
particularly heavy but it was 
awkward in the 'crawl mode' 
and the left shoulder strap kept 
slipping down off the crown 
of my shoulder. I got back to 
where I'd changed and knelt 
on my clothes as I dumped my 
duffel bag, looking for the 
Crown Royal bag that held my 
patching kit. 
Cam Porteus shook his 
head in sympathy. He was 
standing in waist-deep water, 
Part 1 
by Phil Nuytten 
Phil Nuytten, left. Cam Porteous, right. 
Horseshoe Bay, 1953. 
Phil wears a two-piece Bel Aqua dry suit, Barakuda mask 
and snorkel, surplus ammo-pouch weight belt and a rare, 
seldom photographed "cork-handled divers knife." Cam 
wears a Dolphin front entry dry suit, Healthways mask with 
amber-tinted lens, and Healthways snorkel. Ensemble is 
finished with an even-then-antique 'Rene Sports' weight belt 
carrying a multiplicity of one pound iron weight plus the lead 
handle from a plumbers lead ingot! Photo by Jim Willis 
on itself. He brought it up to his 
face and let it snap into its origi-
nal shape. With almost the same 
movement, he tucked the comers 
of the mask under his face seal 
so that he could add air to the suit 
by blowing through his nose, 
Every movement was deft, prac-
ticed; almost an unconscious re-
flex. He retrieved his arbalete 
spear gun from between his knees 
and snugged the handle against 
his belly, just above the quick-
release buckle on his weight belt. 
The metallic blue metal glinted 
in the bright sun. He pulled the 
arbalete rubbers back to the first 
notch, paused, then back to the 
second machined groove in the 
steel arrow. 
As he launched himself for-
ward, Cam turned his head and 
looked back to monitor my 
progress. He gave a little back-
ward wave with his free left hand 
and paddled away on the surface. 
His snorkel 'chuffed' in regular 
rhythm and the water streaming 
off his black fin blades flashed 
in the sun. He didn't have far to 
swim. The water was deep here, 
just north of the white marker at 
Whytecliff reef. I watched Cam 
fan his free arm and his fins as 
he hyperventilated. He exhaled 
- held it for a few seconds to 
slow his heart- a long slow, fill-
ing inhalation, and then he 
snapped his legs up in a motion 
just an arms length from the edge. He reached down and checked 
the tied-off entry chute protruding from his chest, to make sure 
that the wraps of surgical tubing were secure. He pulled the 
face seal of his hood away from his face and bent his knees. Air 
rushed out of the suit with a 'whooshing' sound and he let the 
face seal snap back just as the water touched his chin. He pulled 
his white mask down off his forehead, caught the side pieces 
between his thumbs and forefingers and folded it partially back 
that the French call a 'coup de riens,' a stroke of the loins. Down 
- in a perfect duck dive, fin tips pointing to the sky as they 
vanished with hardly a ripple. The water was very clear. I 
watched him as he stroked slowly and strongly down, his arbalete 
held out in front of him and a string of pearly bubbles trailing 
from his snorkel. He paused to clear at about thirty feet and I 
could still see him well. His gum rubber dry suit blended with 
the reef, but the white mask and the heels of his bright red 'ther-
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Phil Nuytten, Whytecliff Park, 1953. Sporting a sea-green Bel-
Aqua dry suit. The darker band around the waist is the entry 
point. Mask is a Healthways and the snorkel is an ex ping-pong 
ball model. (Snorkel remodeling by hacksaw.) Speargun is by 
Champion arbalete, designed by Rene Cavalero. The grin says 
Nuytten would rather be speaifishing than anything else in the 
world. Photo by Jim Willis 
mal sox' (we called them 'fruit boots' and wore them to protect 
the thin dry suit boots) were visible. Cam slowly moved his 
head back and forth, looking for a familiar shape amid the short 
laminara kelp stalks. Looking for a silhouette raising up on its 
pectorals, or the movement of the dorsal fin coming erect as its 
owner prepared to flee. 
After what seemed like a long time, Cam moved to a verti-
cal position and then methodically stroked his way back to the 
surface. He blew his snorkel clear, took a long, whistling breath, 
and came upright in the water. He lifted the white mask up onto 
his forehead, covered his nose with a cupped hand and snorted. 
Then he grinned. "How is it?" I yelled. His grin expanded. A 
wonderful, white-toothed, mouth stretching, grin of sheer teen-
age joy. He yelled back, "Phil, it just doesn't get any better!" 
That was Sunday, July 2, 1955. Forty-five years ago. Cam 
was absolutely right.. .It just doesn't get any better! 
Forty-five years. Wow! The thought that usually comes to 
mind is, "Things are sure different, now." Things? Like what? 
"Well, diving equipment sure has changed!" I wonder. In many 
ways, the diving gear of forty years ago is more like today's 
equipment than the gear of, say, twenty-five years ago. Perhaps 
it's like the saying: "The more things change, the more they 
remain the same." For example, drysuits have certainly come 
back with a vengeance! (Albeit with some design improve-
ments.) Twenty-five years ago, only commercial divers wore 
drysuits, while virtually every sport diver owned a 'custom' wet 
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suit. Our gum rubber dry suits of the fifties were about the same 
as today's 'shell' suits- some even had zipper entry and an ex-
ternal air inlet valve. Most were neck, waist, or front-entry, how-
ever, and were equalized by blowing air from your mask under 
the face seal. (No neck seals!) How do you get it out on the 
ascent? Well, some suits had one-way, 'flutter valves' on the 
back of the neck or the top of the hood. Most of us eschewed 
such frills and depended on throwing the head back, stretching 
the neck like a goose, and expanding air would burst out of the 
two hollows of your throat. (Boy, I'd hate to have to do that 
now that I look like 'Jabba the Hutt' !) 
Cam Porteous shows what the well-dressed diver wore in the 
mid-fifties. Front entry dry suit by 'Dolphin' of Bellflower, 
California; 'Champion' mask by Cavalero of Marseilles; Snorkel 
by 'Bel-Aqua Watersports' of Santa Monica, California; 
'Rondine'fins by Edigdio Cressi. Accessories include: Bayonet 
by L. Enfield, Weights by Crane and release buckle by Acme 
Twine Ltd. The sure-grip, tri-pointed 'Rock-cane' is by 
'Champion.' Mr Porteous is assisting the fish shown here to a 
new location, after a misguided harbor seal attempted brain 
surgery on one of the quartet. The Fisheries guide book 
cautioned against "handling fish with dry hands," so ... 
Photo by Jim Willis. 
"Phil the Hutt" will continue his adventure in the next issue. 
The original version of this article first appeared in DIVER 
Magazine Volume 21, number 2, and is reproduced by the kind 
permission of the publisher. 
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IDSIDRICAL DIVING SOCIE1Y 
GERMANY 
Broichbachtal34, D-52134 Herzogenrath N W, Germany 
Tel. 011-49-2406-929-330 Fax. 011-49-2406-929-331 
www.historical-diving.de 
Historical Diver's German Editor, Michael Jung, has a new book out on the history of the development of the 
scuba regulator. The following are only a few of the 51 illustrations that record this develoment. The book is available 
directly from Michael at the address below. All Illustrations© 2000 Michael Jung 
On the left a breathing 
tube, on the right a primi-
tive diving hood without 
air supply. Both were 
totaly useless for diving. 
From: Hartlieb, Johannes: 
Kriegsbuch, 1460. 
Around 1500 inventors had the idea 
to give a diver a large air-filled blad-
der to make him autonomous. How-
ever, this idea could not work because 
the air reserve was too small. Also, 
can you imagine how much ballast 
weight the diver has to carry with such 
air bladders? He would be immov-
able! From: Eyb, Ludwig von: 
Kriegsbuch, 1500. 
Benoit Rouquayrol's first patent 
from June 1864 shows a closed 
dress, for the rescue in mines, with 
a autonomous air supply. The 
regulator worked in the same way 
as the model described by Charles 
Combes in 1844. 
The open diving helmed in-
vented in 1792 by Joseph Au-
gust Schultes. On the right side 
is the spherical air container 
which was taken from a mili-
tary air gun. 
.5< ; 
·:.;- I 
This scuba unit, with two compressed aircylinders, 
drum-shaped demand regulator and a buoyancy-bag was 
patented by the German Richard von der Heide in 1922. 
We do not yet know if it was actually constructed or only 
a sketch on paper. 
Atemreglerhistorie(The History of Demand Regulators) 
The technical history of the demand regulator for SCUBA 
by Michael Jung. 
Paperback in German language. 112 pages, 51 b/w illustrations. 
ISBN: 3-933234-05-0. 
Price US$ 23.00 plus US$ 7.00 postage worldwide. 
Order from: Verlag Andrea Kriesbach-Jung, Auf dem Gewaennchen 1, 
D-66663 Merzig-Weiler, Germany. 
Tel.+ Fax.: 011-49-6869-1789. 
Email: service@ AKJ-Verlag.de 
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ffistorical Diving Society Mexico 
Bosque de Ciruelos #190-601B 
Bosques de las Lomas CP 11700 
Mexico D.F. 
The Task of Recovering Mexico's History 
by Camila Villegas 
As noted in our last column, HDS Mexico was formally established on November 16, 1999, and 
we have now begun the task of recording Mexico's diving history. 
Tracing down the origins of a country with 12,000 kilometers of coast line is a challenging 
proposition, but it is turning out to be a wonderful experience. We will be sharing some of this with 
you as we follow the road to the past. 
Half a century ago, a group of intrepid men decided to live the experience of the underwater 
world. Back then divers were true pioneers and undoubtedly had a spirit of adventure. Little was 
known about the risks involved in scuba diving and many of them had little or no instruction. 
In our search for these pioneers we have learned that some of them are no longer with us. They 
were among the first group of "Hombres Rana" (Frogmen) in Mexico and they played a crucial part 
in the beginnings of recreational diving in our country. 
Ramon Bravo, Apolonio Castillo, Reginaldo Arnold, and Carlos Garcia Robles are some of the 
Hombres Rana that are unfortunately no longer with us, but they have left behind an enormous 
legacy. 
On the other hand, we have been talking to a select group of Mexicans that first experienced the 
living wonders of the ocean planet on both the Pacific and Atlantic sides of Mexico. 
Some like Captain Luis Hurtago, who was probably the first para-scuba diver in Latin America, 
are still diving as the main activity of their lives. Captain Hurtado has a diving school in Cancun and 
says he can't imagine his life away from the sea, or for that matter, out of it. 
Alfonso Arnold is another example of a life dedicated to diving. He and his brother Reginaldo 
opened the first diving store in Mexico at Acapulco, and he still runs it today. 
Although far away from the coast in Mexico City, Raul Echeverria, who was head diver at the 
Expedition of the Sacred Cenote in Yucatan, continues working on diving related issues. He operates 
a hyperbaric chamber and has treated hundreds of patients. 
Genaro Hurtado has now retired and lives in Morelia Michoacan, a place known for its pleasant 
weather. Along with Ramon Bravo he was a pioneer in underwater filming and was involved in many 
projects in Mexico. 
Even though he now devotes his life to other affairs, Dr. Miguel Guzman was one of the two men 
in Mexico who first did research into the effects of diving at high altitudes. Much of this research was 
conducted at the volcano Nevado de Toluca, an hour and a half away from the country's capital. 
We have given you a small selection of what is yet to come from HDS Mexico. As we continue 
to work we discover that the history of Mexico has even more sides to it than we could have ever 
imagined. Expect more detailed stories of all of the Hombres Rana named here. 
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The Enduring Ama: 
Japan's Venerated Breath-Hold Divers Still Ply Their Trade 
by Joe Hlebica 
1833 print by Kuniyoshi of an ama swfacing with 
an abalone 
While popularly depicted as the nude maidens of Japan's 
exotic shores, or the white-clad pearl divers of the tourist 
track, the ama - both men and women - boast an an-
cient heritage of hard, proud labor in one of the world's 
oldest and most productive diving industries. 
Ama work inshore waters throughout Japan, from 
Hokkaido to Okinawa. Closely related folk industries sur-
vive on the Korean peninsula and in Taiwan. 
Some of the oldest archeological evidence proves that 
the Japanese have always depended upon the sea for suste-
nance. Shell middens dating from the Jomon era indicate 
that the early inhabitants of these islands gathered and pre-
pared abalone. An ancient Chinese chronicle which made 
early references to Japan noted that in the northwestern part 
of what is now Kyushu and neighboring islands, lack of 
arable land prohibited the inhabitants from growing their 
own food, necessitating the import of rice from the Japa-
nese mainland. In trade for this precious staple, the people 
of these isolated islands could offer only items which they 
gathered from the sea. It was also observed that these people 
were spectacularly tattooed, a custom believed to protect 
them from sea monsters. Remarkably, this and other cus-
toms were shared by seaside inhabitants on the coasts of 
southern China, Taiwan, and Korea, leading Chinese his-
torians to believe that these maritime peoples shared com-
mon roots. Modem Japanese historians believe that among 
them were the ancestors of the ama. Eventually, from 
K yushu, and what is now Tsushima (a pair of large 
islands between Korea and Japan) the 
early ama are believed to have wandered east and north, eventually throughout Japan, to 
ply their trade as a migrant fishing caste. From the end of the 17th century, demand by 
Japanese craftsmen for copper grew out of all proportion to domesti-
cally available ores, and a copper trade with China emerged. Dried 
abalone, fish, shark fin, heche-de-mer, and seaweed, all essential to 
Chinese cuisine, were traded by Japanese merchants out of the port 
city of Nagasaki, long Japan's link with Asia and the west. Then, as 
now, abalone and heche-de-mer were most effectively gathered by 
divers, and people skilled in this demanding activity, whether men or 
women, were pressed into the service of the merchant class. It was 
these indentured divers who came to be known as the ama. 
As their harvest was crucial to the copper trade, the ama 
were expected to fill exorbitant quotas. They gathered 
their catches, dried them, and filled straw bags, or tawara, 
standard vessels for the rice harvest. This bagged bounty 
was then transported to Nagasaki, en route to China. 
Sea c?f Japan 
P~Ac!fic Ocean 
0 SO IOO.Mifls 
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Traditional Roles 
Scholars and laypersons alike have frequently 
asked about the ama, "Why are they women?" 
The answer lies in a historical precedent. During 
the early ama trade, male ama from Tsushima 
joined whaling crews as netters and harpooners. 
Their special skills enabled them to engage in the 
dangerous task of entering the water with har-
pooned whales to administer the coup de grace, 
after which they secured tow lines through inci-
sions they made in the whale carcasses. As the 
male ama embarked with the whalers, and joined 
boat-fishing fleets, their numbers dwindled, and 
the preeminence of women ama grew. 
The ama navigated north into the deeper wa-
ters of the central Japan Sea coast; some by choice, 
others haplessly blown there by the typhoon. 
Deeper waters called for more agile, small-framed 
divers, which tended to be women, while strong 
men were needed in the boats to haul them back 
to the surface along with their heavy catches; 
hence the traditional roles played by men and 
women ama today. While it is true that women 
are now in the vast majority of ama working 
Amain face mask places her catch of abalone 
and top shell on her basket 
Ama Nomenclature 
ama- combining the characters "umi" (sea) and 
"onna" (woman), or "shi" (man). Until the 
end of the Muromachi era (12th century) 
there was no word in the Japanese language 
for "fisherman"; the word ama was used for 
all who made their living from the sea. 
awabi- Abalone 
awabigane- a shellfish pry-bar; the ama's indispensable 
tool. Also called, according to region and 
modification, nomi, hera, and kagi. 
funado- ama diving from boats. 
isogi-
kachido-
koshimaki-
mayoke-
traditional ama clothing, prior to the adop-
tion of which, ancient ama were subject to 
stings, abrasions, and inevitably, chills. Now 
often replaced by neoprene wetsuits. 
ama who work from shore. 
ancient ama wore these long shrouds which 
trailed from the waist and were believed to 
ward off sharks. 
a talisman (usually a pentagram) once sewn 
on the ama's headgear and believed to ward 
off demons. 
hachikonawa -a weight belt. megane - goggles or a diving mask. Goggles were 
introduced into Japan by migrant laborers 
returning from Hawaiian cane plantations 
during the 1880s. 
hakomegane - a glass-bottomed box for viewing beneath 
the surface. Dating in Japan from the 1880s, 
it is the precursor of the diving mask. 
hanzo-
heko-
oshiroi-
hire-
a large wooden bucket used for support 
while resting. 
a loincloth. 
white make-up used as sunscreen. 
swimfins; non-traditional, though now 
widely used. 
inochizuna- a lifeline for signaling the tender and haul-
ing up the ama, sometimes wound on a large 
reel mounted on the boat. Often replaced 
by a bamboo pole in shallow waters. 
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sukari-
tabi-
a gathering net hung beneath boat or float 
bucket. 
two-toed booties; also worn by Japanese la-
borers and anglers. 
uetto suutsu- Japanese cognate for wetsuit. 
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Two different styles of equipment. An ama adjusts a pair of goggles that feature pressure compensating bulbs. The other 
prepares to secure the straps of a face mask that encloses both her eyes and nose 
throughout Japan, exceptions remain. In southern 
Shikoku ama have traditionally gathered coral, and in 
Okinawa they dominate the turtling and spearfishing 
industries. In both regions, these activities are consid-
ered the work of men. Population has also had a sig-
nificant influence. In northern Japan, for example, where 
labor has historically been sparse, men and women both 
continue to work as ama. 
Modern Equipment 
From the 19th century, goggles allowed the ama to 
work more efficiently. Prior to their adoption, ama were 
at the mercy of creatures they could not see and avoid 
Ama divers at Oshima, Japan. 
Courtesy Ace Parnell Collection 1970 
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- severe bites from morays and other large, bottom-
dwelling fish were common. However, the adverse ef-
fects of squeeze on the eye sockets due to hydrostatic 
pressure plagued ama as they did all divers who wore 
goggles. The shape and structure of masks and goggles 
evolved accordingly, and included the peculiar adapta-
tion of special rubber bladders to help equalize air pres-
sure between the lenses and the eye sockets during de-
scent. Eventually, goggles were forsaken altogether, for 
single lens masks which could be equalized by exhal-
ing through the nose. To aid in making swift deep dives 
on a single lung full of air, stone deadweights were car-
ried to overcome buoyancy, eventually giving way to 
modern lead weight belts. 
Though the early ama dived nude, as they 
worked their way north into colder waters protec-
tive clothing was donned. These celebrated white 
shrouds gave way, during the 1960s, to the adop-
tion of the wetsuit - a significant compromise 
which has allowed the ama to work throughout the 
year in the temperate waters of the Japanese arc hi-
pelago. 
Ama Industries 
The Japanese pearl industry emerged during the 
1920s in what is now Mie Prefecture. In contrast to 
pearling industries elsewhere, in which divers 
gather naturally grown pearls, Japanese pearls are 
cultured, using a variety of oyster known as the 
"akoyagai." This mollusk is gathered live by shinju-
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ama ("pearl d"Oivers") and 
then hand-implanted by spe-
cialists who place a grain of 
sand within the animal's flesh, 
around which it secretes 
mother-of-pearl as a natural 
defense against the sand's ir-
ritation. The oyster is then re-
turned to the sea while the 
pearl grows. However, it is not 
for pearls, but rather for food 
that the ama have traditionally 
dived, and even now a consid-
erable portion of fresh shell-
fish and seaweed consumed in 
Japan is provided by the ama. 
Among their harvests: awabi 
- abalone; kaiso - marine 
algae, including kombu, 
wakame, mozuku, and 
tengusa, used as food and in 
the production of industrial 
agar for cosmetics, toothpaste, 
Ama with seaweed 
bands working in the fields 
and orchards. Where they 
may dive and what they may 
take are now strictly stipu-
lated by the local fisherman's 
association, which takes as 
much as 20% of the proceeds 
from their catch. Still, in a 
good season, Mieko 
Tshuchiya says she can earn 
1-1/2 million-yen. Today, 
five other ama continue to 
dive at Koina alongside 
Mieko. The youngest is 54. 
In the next village, a woman 
of 78 still dives. Longevity 
and ability levels vary, and 
the only criterion is that you 
be an excellent swimmer; it 
also helps to be able to hold 
your breath for at least a 
minute and a half. This last 
gelatin, and ice cream; kaki - oysters, both for food and 
pearl culture; namako- beebe-de-mer; sazae- tur-
bine shell; and uni - sea urchin. 
One Ama's Story 
Mieko Tsuchiya, age 62, is an ama who dives along 
the tortured rocky shores adjacent to Koina, a fishing 
village southwest of Shimoda, on the southern Izu pen-
insula. Her mother, now in her 80s, was also an ama, 
and began diving at age 17. The elder's first dives were 
made on the island of Miyakejima, one of the volcanic 
Izu chain, for tengusa, a highly prized seaweed. In the 
early days on Miyake, she dived with male ama, though 
she remembers only women diving in Koina, a village 
that claims several centuries of ama tradition. 
In her time, she dived three times a day, wrapped in 
the traditional ama wear, lugging her catch in a net or 
resting on her wooden float. For her labor she earned 
enough in a good season to pay for two kimonos, at a 
cost of about 3000-yen. The ama of Izu came from all 
over- some from Chiba, some from Mie- to dive and 
work the fields. Others, like the ama of nearby Irozaki, 
came from as far away as Korea. Many stayed and mar-
ried local men. 
Nowadays, while the season in Izu lasts from April 
through September, the ama of Mie dive year round. In 
both locations, the harvests are the same; sazae, awabi, 
tengusa, and namako. When cold water or bad condi-
tions keep the ama out of the ocean, they join their bus-
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requirement is highly vari-
able and is prone to exaggeration. 
At the outset of each season, all of the ama receive 
medical examinations. The most common complaint is 
otitis media (inflammation of the middle ear), a condi-
tion caused by the constant subjection of the ear's frag-
ile anatomy to pressure at depth. How deep do they 
dive? Anywhere from 40 to 90 feet. 
When the diving day is done, the ama turn their 
catches over to the fishermen's association, peel off their 
wetsuits and long underwear, and huddle inside their 
shack. They hunker around a fire-pit in the center of 
the floor for warmth, and talk. 
The Future 
The eventual fate of the ama may be told in the 
story of the "kanko-ama," or performing divers, of 
Hegurajima. Until the late 1950s, on this island off the 
Noto Peninsula in Ishikawa Prefecture, there thrived a 
community of ama and their families. Isolated as they 
were from the rest of Japan, and sharing a common an-
cestry, trade, and tradition, they had developed little 
sense of modesty, and nudity, common among ancient 
ama, was still practiced. Elsewhere in Japan, where 
Western morality had made a firm foothold, the mod-
ern ama custom of wearing clothes into the sea has been 
practiced from at least the 1930s. 
In the 1950s, men of the island embarked on a yel-
lowtail fishery which expanded commerce with the 
mainland, leading to local development, and a concur-
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rent influx of summer holiday visitors. With this inva-
sion, social mores took their toll and, clothed at long 
last, local ama began performing for sightseers, turn-
ing their ancient rituals into a form of entertainment. 
A new avocation for the ama resulted, and similar 
ama shows came to be performed in other parts of Japan, 
and as far abroad as San Diego, California's Sea World. 
This marine park opened in the mid 1960s, and fea-
tured a performance by ama who dived for pearl oys-
ters in a huge aquarium tank, watched from a subterra-
nean gallery by spectators. Speculation has it that fur-
ther modernization may put an end to the traditional 
amaas fully equipped divers take over the fishery, young 
locals decry this grueling work and flee to the cities for 
office jobs, and the few remaining ama are relegated to 
seaside arenas where summer visitors watch and snap 
pictures. For those so inclined, a visit to the Mikimoto 
Pearl facility near Toba, Mie Prefecture, or the annual 
ama-matsuri, held July 25-27 in Shirahama, Chiba Pre-
fecture, should be of interest. 
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The Author 
Joe Hlebica's love affair with diving began when, 
as a pre-schooler, his parents gave him his first mask 
and fins, chiding him to "become a frogman." Much to 
their chagrin, ten years later he decided to follow these 
orders and, after high school graduation, he visited the 
Navy recruiter in hopes of joining the UDT. Fortunately 
for Joe and the Navy, his parents convinced him to en-
ter the University of Oregon, where he studied science, 
journalism, and foreign languages. Joe earned his first 
scuba certification in 1970. After college graduation in 
1977, he fled to Japan, where for 15 years he practiced 
martial arts, working alternately as a teacher, transla-
tor, writer, and diving instructor, and touring the coun-
try by bicycle. Joe returned to California in 1992 and 
took his current position with the Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography as Managing Editor of Aquarium Publi-
cations. Joe lives in San Diego. 
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Saint Simon-Sicard's Rebreather, 1849-53 
The World's First Diving Rebreather? 
by Daniel David 
translated by Sammy Oziel 
Who built the world's first diving rebreather? Traditional recorded history tells us it was Henry Fluess in 
1879? Maybe. Maybe not. Daniel David's research appears to move the mark back 40 years. 
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"Appareil et systeme photo-chimico-sauveurs. " 
Drawings from the patent of the oxygen breathing device by "De Saint Simon Sicard" April7 th, 1849. This is 
an ali-in-one system where the helmet is permanently attached to the back-mounted device that delivers and 
scrubs the oxygen. 
In 1853 a Parisian chemist named Pierre-Aimable de Saint Simon Sicard, who lived at 4 rue Honore Chevalier, 
gave a public demonstration of his new diving apparatus. It may well have been the first successful dive using a 
rebreather. The system also came equipped with an underwater lamp. 
The origin of Sicard's apparatus was in his desire to free the diver from the cumbersome and dangerous hoses of 
surface supplied equipment. He wanted to allow the diver to ascend to the surface as required. Sicard's rebreathing 
device delivered an artificial purified air which was created through chemical reaction within the apparatus. 
This concept for a rebreather was not a new idea. In 1842 a French man, Mr. Sandala, had considered a closed 
circuit breathing apparatus which would eliminate carbon dioxide and replace the oxygen, but I can find no record of 
such a device being tested. Sicard seems to be the first. In 1808 an even earlier concept was proposed by a Mr. 
Touboulic, of Brittany. Touboulic was chief of the maritime naval dockyard in Brest and had invented a small one-man 
diving bell made of copper. The man inside this diving bell would breathe pure oxygen. The oxygen would be supplied 
by an "oxylithe generator," which was a very clever invention for that time. The short-coming of this system was that 
there were no means of filtering out the carbon dioxide that the bell occupant exhaled. At least one bell was con-
structed but so far I have not been able to find any records of any open water test of it. 
Sicard called his rebreather the "Photo Chimico Sauveurs" device. [Chimico translates to "chemical" and Sauveurs 
translates to "saviour" or "saving." We believe the inclusion of Photo in Sicard's description relates to the devices use 
as a form of underwater illumination, as Photo can be translated to "light."-Ed.] 
There was good media coverage of Sicard's demonstration and we now know that it received publicity in America, 
Germany, Holland and elsewhere. Sicard's patent was dated 1849, but some modifications had been made to the 
equipment prior to the dive in 1853. 
However, Sicard was not the diver in this demonstration. That duty fell upon aM. De Grandchamp. The Sicard 
apparatus was completely self-contained. There was no surface supply pump or air hoses attached to the helmet. The 
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back-mounted reservoir of the apparatus was not filled 
with air, as had been previously attempted by other equip-
ment designers. It was filled with oxygen and chemicals. 
Its operation was astonishing! There were no bubbles com-
ing to the surface to indicate the position of Sicard's self-
contained diver, as was the case with a traditionally 
equipped helmet diver. The test-dive was an incredible 
accomplishment and the public was astonished at the feat. 
It was as if they had witnessed a magic trick. 
Oxygen toxicity beyond seven meters (20 feet) of 
depth was not known of at this time. The fact that M. de 
Grandchamp suffered no ill effects and was able to re-
main submerged for some time, proved that the equip-
ment was functioning well. We also have to acknowledge 
M. de Grandchamp for his courage. When opening the 
inventor's manual in order to understand the functioning 
of the apparatus, we were struck by the illegible writing, 
which is full of marks and mistakes. It is hard to believe 
that an official commission was able to give a patent based 
on this illegible scribble. 
I undertook the deciphering of Sicard's scribble word 
by word under a magnifying glass. After a great deal of 
patience and several headaches, Sicard's manuscript was 
finally decoded. 
The information was finally quite clear. Sicard's goal 
was identical to that ofTouboulic: free the diver from his 
hoses and cables. The two inventors took a similar ap-
proach with oxygen, but distinctly different paths. 
The Sicard manuscript revealed some chemical reac-
tion, which had been recorded long before by his prede-
cessors. The caustic potash (soda) made of liquid lime-
stone was already being used in laboratories, and diving 
bells (called underwater boats) and was known to purify 
the air. From this manuscript we learn that Sicard incor-
rectly thought that the Englishman Cornelius von Drebbel 
made an important innovation by placing "carbonic acid" 
absorption devices in a diving bell in 1788. He was, how-
ever, off by about 150 years. Drebbel was in fact Dutch 
and had experimented with a submerged vessel in the River 
Thames around 1620. James Dugan records Drebble's in-
novation as "a mysterious chemical which revived the air 
inside. Drebble called it 'quinta-essentia,' the quintessence 
of air." 
At the time of Sicard's invention everybody knew that 
oxygen was mandatory in order to maintain life. Some 
people would send the oxygen to the underwater worker 
through a surface pump. Others would supply it within 
the diving bell by the decomposition of mercury oxide 
into oxygen, when subjected to a large degree of heat. The 
only "cold" way of creating oxygen known at the time 
was by oxygenated water or "oxylithe," which, when 
evaporating, would release oxygen. 
Sicard's system was different. In describing it he wrote, 
"I sent my diver down with a pressurized oxygen con-
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tainer." Sicard's diver wore a three-chambered box on his 
back(50cmhigh, 30cm wideand25 em deep). The middle 
chamber was filled up with the chemical reactive and was 
linked to the helmet. In the right and left chamber were 
located two copper tanks, that could hold about I 0 liters 
at quite a high pressure. On the top part of the device was 
located a valve that was used in filling the apparatus with 
oxygen. On the lower part, a valve supplied the diver and 
his underwater light with oxygen. 
Sicard describes the functioning of his apparatus thus: 
"150 liters of oxygen is compressed in the right cylinder 
through its top valve and, by opening the lower valve, the 
oxygen is supplied to the diver through a brass tube. The 
diver then uses another brass tube in which he can exhale 
as needed. The air is then exhaled through the helmet, into 
the device's middle chamber, which is filled with liquid 
limestone (5-6 liters). The rest of the chamber is filled 
with soaked pieces of cloth, layered on wires. The air is 
thus purified and the small lasting amount of carbon diox-
ide is filtrated through the layers of cloth. I will not de-
scribe this process in more detail for fear of being imi-
tated." 
A three window copper helmet was fixed on a suit by 
a copper ring covered with leather and furnished with tight-
ening bolts. An opening on the back of the helmet com-
municated with the middle chamber of the three-cham-
bered box. Inside the helmet, two copper tubes ended in 
front of the diver's mouth, one for inhaling the other for 
exhaling. 
An underwater light was linked to the left cylinder, 
which supplied the necessary oxygen for its use. This light 
was the inventor's pride. It was 30 em high and made of 
two compartments. It was composed of a coil, a conden-
sation wire and a platinum beak that held the combus-
tible. The lamp gave off an intense light thanks to a com-
bustible made of platinum wool and limestone rods. A 
safety brock [We have no translation for this word-Ed.] 
apparatus was attached to it. 
Sicard took care in creating a one-piece dry suit with 
neck and wrist openings made of very flexible rubber. The 
diver got in the suit through the neck seal. 
In 1853, a breastplate was installed in the suit in order 
to protect the diver from the water pressure. It is a "sheath-
shaped" breastplate in which the diver was free and pro-
tected from any compression down to the knees. The diver 
wore some horsehair undergarment, and could then sup-
posedly dive at any depths without fearing water pres-
sure. 
Lacaze-Duthiers, a member of the French Science 
Academy wrote: "The cold of the water on the genital 
parts is extremely uncomfortable and a person told me 
how he installed a metal shield on the bottom part of the 
stomach and on the diver's leg." Could this non-specified 
person be Sicard? 
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In order to submerge this horsehair stuffed armor, the 
diver wore a spring loaded weight belt. This could be jet-
tisoned through a lever, and would allow the diver to come 
back to the surface instantly. A buoy was attached to the 
abandoned weight belt through a line so that it could then 
be recovered. A safety line was attached to the diver's wrist 
and was used as means of communication with the sur-
face. 
In order to avoid over-exertion, the diver sat on an 
iron armchair called the "laboratory," which was equipped 
with a toolbox on its arms. He was then lowered into the 
water with blocks and tackles to some unrecorded depth. 
There would have been a depth restriction due to the use 
of oxygen, but it would be another 25 years until French-
man Paul Bert proved the toxicity of oxygen below 7 
meters (20 feet). In the same year, Englishman Henry 
Fleuss invented what has been considered up to now the 
first closed circuit diving apparatus. 
There is so far no record of any accident occurring 
after M. De Grandchamp's dive. Sicard was aware of the 
limitations of his device in comparison to other diving 
apparatus of the time, and he used more conventional 
equipment in his later work. 
Sicard was seen working on many shipwrecks in the 
Bay of Seine, salvaging some relatively valuable goods. 
Like every middle class man of this time, Sicard was try-
ing to better himself by making money. In 1870, the Sicard 
Company was found in the Vigo Bay, close to the village 
of St. Simon, in northeast Spain. Sicard had located the 
A 
sinking site of the Plota Float galleons. Directed by 
Hyppolite Magen, a French banker, they started diving on 
the wrecks. This scene is described in James Dugan's book, 
The Undersea Wonders, in which it was written that 70 kg 
of silver bars were salvaged by divers using the 
Denayrouze apparatus. Robert Stenuit, in Galleons Hunt 
writes about Hyppolite Magen, engineer, and the Saint-
Simon Sicard Company salvaging 44 kg of silver in bars. 
A painter named Durand-Brayer arrived and was in-
vited to paint the underwater scene from Ernest Bazin's 
observation chamber. Bazin was a well-known engineer 
sent by Denayrouze. Durand-Brayer painted a huge wreck 
which was illuminated by a huge electric lantern that Bazin 
had also developed. The Vigo Galleon Salvage Company 
worked thanks to funding from investors. Intrigues, bad 
weather, and diving accidents were very common on the 
work site. 
Bazin decided to leave and Magen, who became ill, 
had to abandon his work. The war with Prussia started 
and there was no more contact with Paris, which was en-
circled by the enemy. The divers were not paid, and de-
cided to go on strike before eventually abandoning the 
work site. Sicard, facing huge technical and economical 
problems, raised more investors money with a new engi-
neer named Etienne from Paris. To get down to Vigo Bay 
Etienne was supposed to traverse the Prussian lines in the 
balloon LE GALILEE. This was however shot down by the 
Prussian army and both Etienne and the money he was 
carrying were taken into custody. Etienne was accused of 
"Appareil de sauvetage sous-marin. " 
Drawings taken from the patent of the "oxygen rebreather" by Sicard, January 18th, 1853. This is the modification to the 
1849 patent, whereby the helmet was separated from the back-mounted device. A breastplate was installed inside the suit. 
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spying, but thanks to some cunning work by his fellow 
countrymen, he managed to avoid his death sentence with 
an epic escape. Back in Paris the investors, who had just 
witnessed their money literally fly away, were once again 
struck by this latest in a string of misfortunes. 
A new expedition came back in 1872, and although 
they did not recover any items of note, they did manage 
again to sink their investors' money. In November they 
finally decided to abandon the project, leaving all their 
equipment on site. These incredible adventures had a lot 
of success in the columns of some periodicals of the time. 
They also reveal the tenacity and relentlessness of Saint 
Simon Sicard. 
Author's notes. This description of the functioning 
of Sicard's device is not very clear due to his poor detail-
ing of its components and operation. This is probably due 
to his extreme caution in publishing such details at that 
time, fearing they could be used by competitors. 
Editor's notes. This article has been translated from 
the French by Sammy Oziel. The translation was edited 
by Sammy Oziel and Leslie Leaney. Other contributions 
to the HDSUSA file on Sicard were made by David L. 
Dekker of Holland and Michael Jung of Germany. All im-
ages are courtesy of Daniel David. 
ANY REPRODUCTION OF THIS ARTICLE, IN 
WHOLE OR IN PART, IS FORBIDDEN. For informa-
tion on this article contact the original author, Daniel 
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David, 7 rue de la Villemarque, 22000 SAINT-BRIEUC, 
France. 
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Daniel David, French Diving Historian 
by Leslie Leaney and Jill Desvergne 
Daniel David has 
been researching 
diving history as a 
"very serious 
hobby" for almost 30 
years. In recent 
years, his work has 
come to the attention 
of diving historians 
outside of his native 
France and his re-
search into the self-
contained system of 
Lemaire 
d'Augerville ap-
peared as the feature article in Historical Diver #21. Only a very 
limited amount of Daniel's research has been published by him 
and almost all of this has been in French. Historical Diver is 
currently working with Daniel and American based volunteer 
translators to publish more of his work and to ensure that he 
receives the appropriate credit of his extensive investigations. 
During a recent visit to France, the editor and Jill Desvergne, of 
Musee d'Espalion, visited Daniel and his wife Annie at their home 
in Brittany. The following are excerpts from our interview with 
Daniel. 
When did your interest in diving start? 
In 1950, when I was 11 years old. I was fascinated by the world 
under the water and had a great urge to invent equipment. I saw 
Cousteau's Silent World in 1956 and that started my interest in 
books and history. 
Your discovery of Lemaire d' Augerville's 1828 equipment and 
exploits put your research in the international spotlight. Was 
this your first diving research? 
Yes, Lemaire d' Augerville was my first real research. I started in 
197 4 and it is now getting exposure outside of Europe 25 years 
later. There were many problems in this research. For instance, 
early in my research I found a document that recorded Lemaire 
d' Augerville as "Le Mayor d' Augerville"-The Mayor of the 
city of Augerville! I spent a lot of time trying to connect a Mayor 
that did not exist with diving equipment. I also went out and 
dove on the area of the wreck of the BELLONA. The sea there was 
very dangerous and I was quickly aware of how sophisticated 
d'Augerville's equipment must have been to work in such a place. 
What other pioneers and equipment have you researched and 
for how long? 
In 1977 I started gathering information on Beaudouin. My next 
project was in 1979 when I researched the work of Touboulic 
who is a Breton pioneer of diving with oxygen (1808). In 1986, I 
began to research Guillaumet. I was really fascinated by his work 
and compiled a lot of information. My next discovery was Sicard. 
I started research in the late 1980s and Faustolo Ram belli of HDS 
Italia published it in October 1999 in Italian. We were both sur-
prised by the article in the Spring 1999 issue of Historical Diver 
(#19) and to learn Sicard's work had been publicized in 1853 in 
America. In the early 70s I had started researching the very early 
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French submarines from the late 18th and early 19th century. 
This work has only been partly published. In the mid 90s, I started 
investigating about Georges Commeinhes. One of my latest works 
was about Paulin and an open helmet of the 1840s. 
Several of these names are practically unknown outside of 
Europe. Has any of this research been published? 
Yes, but not much of it as I am still in the process of refining and 
rechecking most of it. My original d' Augerville was published 
in a French magazine in 1976 and now, in your Historical Diver. 
I also gave Colin Taylor permission to use my research for an 
article in the English Diver Magazine and Colin gave me very 
good credit. Patrice Bourdelet also published some of the 
d' Augerville research in his 1989 book 20,000 Bouees Sous Les 
Mers about the history of the buoyancy compensator. Some un-
scrupulous people have taken my published texts and images, 
made some minor alterations and had them published in French 
magazines under their own names without asking my permission 
or crediting me as the source. They take full credit for them-
selves. Some of my unpublished research has also been published 
by other people after I had sent them copies of it. I received a 
very small credit. More of a foot-note than a truthful credit for 
my material. It has not been a fair situation and I have been dis-
appointed by this conduct. 
Is that the reason you wanted the restriction prohibiting any 
reproduction of your work printed at the end of the 
d 'Augerville article in HDM 21? We have never been asked 
to print anything like that before. 
Yes. This is exactly why I want it there. To protect my work and 
my images from unauthorized theft. I was advised to do so by 
Jean Albert Foex, editor of l'Aventure Sous Marine. I used to 
send my research to people to assist in their projects, but my 
experience now stops me from this. I have learned a sad lesson. 
Apart from Commeinhes, all your research is prior to this 
century (20th century). What does it take to research that far 
back? 
Well it is, of course, both difficult and exciting. There were many 
changes in the French language with many possible sources of 
error. The research on Guillaumet is an example. I started in 1986. 
To assemble my file on him, I had to research archives in various 
offices all over France. This took hundreds of hours to accom-
plish over many, many years. And, of course, it means all sorts of 
expenses and struggle with access to the correct files whose con-
tent had sometimes disappeared. To read and copy Guillaumet's 
manuscript alone took over two complete days. So these things 
are not as easy as some people might think. They do not just 
appear. It takes a lot of dedicated work. The honest historians 
know what it takes to do such research. Sometimes luck has been 
there at the right time. Commeinhes is such an example. No sooner 
had the article been published than most of his friends and rela-
tives died. 
Can we expect any new discoveries from you in the future? 
Yes, you can. I cannot tell you about it just yet but it will be about 
the 17th century and will amaze many people. 
Is it French? 
Bien Sur! Of course! 
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HDS/DEMA History of Rebreathers Exhibit, Part 2 
by Sharon Readey & Kent Rockwell 
The second case of oxygen rebreathers at DEMA consisted 
of four modern military units. 
Fenzy Oxygers 57 
from the Peter and 
Sharon Readey Collection 
The first was a Fenzy Model 57 French Navy unit that was 
used into the late 1960's. The system is very compact, and not 
unlike the Draeger LAR V in size. The canister is molded into 
the case, which is worn on the diver's chest. The counterlung 
attaches to the rear of the canister and is separated by a mesh 
baffle. Filling the unit is via a removable port in the front of the 
housing (just slightly larger than a quarter), with a charge of 
about 3. 7 lbs, and a claimed duration of three hours. Gas addi-
tion is on demand, with no manual by-pass or metered flow 
into the loop. The supply tank is a non-magnetic aluminum 
cylinder of 0.053 cu. ft. (1.5 It.) and has a working pressure of 
2900 psi (200 bar). Total weight for the rig is 17.5 lbs. This 
unit was loaned by HDS members Peter and Sharon Readey. 
Also on show was a newly restored Emerson 9-S0-21 
SCUBALUNG from J. H. Emerson Co. of Cambridge, MA. 
Emerson was a major influence in the development of U.S. 
Navy UBA's (Underwater Breathing Apparatus). During the 
1950-60's they collaborated with Dr. Christian Lambertsen to 
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Emerson 9-S0-21 SCVBALUNG 
from the Kent Rocwell Collection 
mass produce his Lambertsen Amphibious Respiratory Unit, 
(the LARU not to be confused with Draeger's LAR V). This 
developed into other units, such as the Emerson-Lambertsen, 
the Flatus and the workhorse of the U.S.N., the Mk 6. This 
particular model, introduced in 1963, had dual counterlungs 
each with a unique internal demand system, consisting of a 
demand valve interconnected so as to limit the occurrence of 
positional free flowing when sections of a lung or loop would 
collapse or become inaccessible, reducing the volume avail-
able to the diver. It weighed 35lbs, and had a variable duration 
depending on the depth; typically four hours at 10 ft, or 75 
minutes at 25 ft. The entire unit is mounted on a simple back 
pack/vest combination, with a fiberglass housing that encases 
the quick disconnect scrubber and 12.7 cu. ft. oxygen bottle. A 
reserve valve and rod are provided as a low oxygen warning 
device. This Emerson 9-S0-21 Scubalung was restored and 
loaned by Historical Diving Society member Kent Rockwell. 
The next rebreather on display was a 9-SO-R2 Min-0-
Lung, produced by the Westinghouse Electric Corp. of Annapo-
lis, Maryland, in 1964. Westinghouse later purchased most of 
Emerson's underwater contracts and designs, including their 
mixed gas closed circuit unit, the Krasberg Scubalung. (This 
unit went on to be the KSR-5.) The Min-0-Lung is a light-
weight (17lb), hour-long duration system with a demand style 
gas addition. The unit is worn on the chest, having simple fi-
berglass housing for the scrubber and with a dual counterlung/ 
vest combination that encases the quick disconnects, scrubber 
9-SO-R2 Min-0-Lung 
from Nick ]corn's National Underwater Museum 
and oxygen bottle. The unit was loaned by Historical Diving 
Society member Nick Icorn from his National Underwater Mu-
seum. 
Finally we come to the current generation of oxygen units, 
graciously loaned to the display by the Navy Experimental 
Diving Unit. This was the U.S. Navy's present combat swim-
mers rig, the Draeger LAR V. This unit has been in service 
with the U.S.N. since 1982, when it replaced the MK 6. An 
estimated 4,000 of these units are in service with all branches 
of the U.S. military. A chest mounted oxygen rig, the LAR V 
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weighs approx. 27 lbs with demand gas addition and manual 
override, from a 0.067 cu ft (l.9lt.), 3000 psi (200 bar) alumi-
num supply cylinder. It has an approximate duration of four 
hours. 
IARV 
from the collection of Peter and Sharon Readey 
Moving over to the SCR's (semi-closed circut rebreathers), 
the display included an opportunity to view the Draeger SMS 1. 
This rare unit was loaned to the display by Draegerwerks, par-
ent company of Draeger Safety Products and manufacturer of 
the Dolphin and Ray rebreathers (see below). The SMS 1 is a 
tethered diving unit for bell excursions with self-mixing, mixed 
gas capacity. It was designed for the Royal Swedish Navy 
around 1969. It operates on the principle of a constant preset 
flow of oxygen into the loop. Diluent flow increases with depth 
because of the sensitivity of the two-stage pressure reducer to 
the hydrostatic pressure increase. 
Draeger SMS 1 
from the Draegerweks Collection 
Another mode of semi-closed circut operation is utilized 
by the second SCR in the display - the French Fenzy model 
P68 (approx. 1964-5). This was the commercial version of the 
military DC55 which was the mixed gas system of the French 
Navy. It operates on an RMV linked mechanism. That is, for 
every breath, a portion of the diver's exhalation is vented from 
the loop and that same volume is automatically replenished. 
Gas supply is contained in three premixed 0.50 cu ft. (3 It.) 
aluminum cylinders, mounted across the diver's lower chest 
and waist. The third cylinder had been added as the reserve. 
This supply allowed for a claimed duration of three hours at up 
to 80 ft. or a potential 30 minutes at depths in excess of 400 ft. 
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Fenzy model P68 
from Nick I corn's National Underwater Museum 
The counterlung and scrubber canister assembly is mounted 
on the diver's back. This Fenzy P68 was also on loan from 
Historical Diving Society member Nick Icorn's National 
Underwater Museum 
The following two SCR's were both by Draeger. The first 
is the Dolphin, which is an improved version of the earlier 
Atlantis model, that was released in 1995. Operated on a con-
stant mass flow system, the unit is designed for the recreational 
diver and intended for use within sports limits to 130ft. Canis-
ter duration ranges from around 125 minutes at 65ft to about 
47 minutes at 130ft from a 41t. cylinder. An integrated buoy-
Draeger Dolphin from 
Draeger Safety Products Draeger Ray 
ancy compensator acts as harness for the rig and the scrubber 
and counterlungs are mounted on the diver's back, accessed by 
lifting away the central back pad of the BC leading directly 
into the inside of the ABS cowling. An Oxygauge for monitor-
ing of the breathing loop partial pressure is offered as an op-
tion. The second unit was Draeger's latest recreational unit, 
the Ray. This is a back-mounted rig, with integrated BC acting 
as harness assembly. This introductory level SCR is designed 
on the same constant mass flow principle as the Dolphin, using 
a 50% premixed nitrox gas to offer the diver a 70 minute dura-
tion at 70 ft, at a weight of 31 lbs. The Ray is also compatible 
with the Oxygauge for P02 monitoring. Both these units were 
kindly made available to the display by Draeger Safety Prod-
ucts of PA, and Draeger Dive America of FL. 
Photos Courtesey Peter Readey 
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Niagara 2000 
by Tim Cashman 
The wreck ofRMS NIAGARA is a diver's dream. She is 
a luxury liner with a magnificent service record which dra-
matically ended with her sinking in the Hauraki Gulf while 
transporting eight tons of gold bullion. Her story then 
evolved into an incredible salvage project conducted in 
1941 when the majority of the gold was recovered. A sec-
ond salvage in 1953 recovered further gold but since then 
RMS NIAGARA has slipped from the limelight to lie undis-
turbed under our noses for nearly 50 years. 
In January, 1999 Keith Gordon and I organized a div-
ing and ROY survey expedition to explore and video RMS 
NIAGARA for the first time. Weather restricted us to only 
one dive but what a tremendous experience it was. We 
were hooked and vowed to return. 
In January, 2000, we chartered LADY JEss owned by 
Peter Saul. "Base Camp" was an anchorage at the 
Mokohinau Islands, which is superb diving in its own right, 
plus it is very close to the NIAGARA. 
Peter Saul (skipper) and Peter Diamond (support diver) 
had spent time earlier that week practicing our support pro-
cedures, which involved staging cylinders on the main shot 
line plus deploying drifting decompression lines should they 
be required. Wednesday dawned fair and calm. Our win-
dow of opportunity had presented itself. Pete Saul expertly 
cruised over the wreck surveying with the echo sounder. 
Pete took the time to carefully position our shot line on the 
forward section of the wreck then we deployed our stage 
cylinders. 
Dave Apperley and I were using closed circuit 
rebreathers or CCRs (Buddy Inspirations) for these dives. 
We conducted our predive checks, calibrated our units, and 
clipped on extra stage cylinders. Dave also had a video to 
record the dive. 
We descended into the deepening blue void, injecting 
diluent to maintain the breathing gas volume in the 
rebreather loop. The descent was rapid at 30m per minute 
but it would still take at least 4 mins to reach the bottom. 
Constant monitoring of the pp02 displays was necessary 
to ensure our breathing gas remained within our accept-
able oxygen setpoint range. During depth changes vigilance 
is especially important when using a closed circuit 
rebreather as the unit blends gas to adjust for the new depth. 
At 90m I heard a deep thud! I turned round to see Dave 
behind me pointing at his helmet mounted torch. It had 
imploded unable to withstand the pressure at this depth! 
The wreck was in view lying on her port side facing south. 
We settled on the upturned hull at 105m. Visibility was 
excellent at lOrn with plenty of natural light to provide a 
twilight view of the wreck. We were on the hull very close 
to where the bridge used to be. To our left were the square 
framed windows of the first level of superstructure. The 
decks above that (including the bridge) had collapsed to 
30 
the seabed below. To our right lay an expanse of hull plat-
ing with rows of portholes. Beyond them (out of sight) 
would be the opening made by the gold bullion salvage 60 
years ago. 
Forward was the mast, now pointing horizontally east 
towards the Mokohinau Islands. We had seen a tantalizing 
glimpse of the mast last year with the ROY. I opted to swim 
forward, then left and down, over the gunwhale towards 
the mast. Dave videoed as we went. (Fortunately there was 
sufficient natural light to capture some images.) We de-
scended to the mast base at 115m. 
The scene was surreal with the wreckage transforming 
into a recognizable ship. A wall of steel, punctuated by the 
familiar square framed windows, was all that remained of 
the superstructure and bridge. On closer inspection, I 
realised that the mast was also the central tower of the load-
ing crane. This explained its structural integrity as we had 
been surprised it had not collapsed. Black coral trees grew 
off it at various points and the crows nest still afforded a 
panoramic view over the forward deck. The view now was 
a scrapyard of jumbled wreckage and alongside us, a vast 
wall of timber decking. Our bottom time of 20 minutes 
was coming to an end all too soon so we began our ascent 
and completed 2.5 hours of decompression. 
This dive was an excellent orientation. Now we knew 
exactly where our shot line was positioned. We left it in 
place ready for a second dive to explore the strongroom on 
Friday! 
Dave had broken the handset of his rebreather some 
months before when caving in Austra-
lia, but he had repaired it. On a cray dive at the Mokes on 
Thursday, the repair failed. Dave spent Thursday night re-
pairing the repair. On Friday our strongroom dive began. 
As we reached 60m Dave indicated the repair had failed 
again and he could not continue the dive. I signaled to abort 
the dive but Dave suggested I go on. After a minute's con-
sideration, rightly or wrongly I continued the dive alone. 
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I arrived at the wreck and saw the "strongroom crater" 
clearly. The ship's hull was ripped to smithereens. There 
was evidence of the use of explosives as many beams and 
girders were grotesquely twisted and bent. The carnage was 
incredible. I expected to see some sort of strongroom struc-
ture at the center of the crater but nothing was intact. Twisted 
girders, sheets of steel plating, rust scale, pipes and other 
debris littered the area. I cruised over the site searching for 
anything regular in shape (especially if it was shiny!) but 
the devastation was monumental. It would take forever to 
sift through the debris to find any gold bars amongst that 
lot. No wonder the salvors classed further work as unviable! 
I had looked inside the "strongroom" and now knew 
there was no easy fortune waiting for some lucky diver to 
stumble upon. If the missing bars are still in there some-
where they will only be found by a hell of a lot of very hard 
work. My brief bout of gold fever was cured so I turned my 
attention back to exploring. 
In some places I could see inside the wreck beyond the 
damage, to large halls and rooms but now was not the time 
to penetrate the wreck. I moved across the crater back onto 
the ship's intact hull. Here an avalanche of debris cascaded 
down the hull to the seabed at 120m. Obviously the salvors 
had grabbed debris from the crater and deposited it over 
here, clear of their working area. Perhaps I could find some 
artifacts as momentos of our dives. Lots of verdigris col-
ored fittings indicated brass or copper items amongst the 
trash. I picked up many small items, most of which were 
smashed (probably by the grab). I was surprised not to find 
anything substantial amongst this debris, but finally opted 
for a rather battered tablespoon as my souvenir. Once again 
my time was up, so I ascended up the crater wall onto the 
hull plates then unhooked our grapnel and began my as-
cent. My first decompression stop was at 84m. From there 
I was surprised to see Dave way above me (It's really good 
viz here) still at 60m breathing open circuit. He had opted 
to wait for me as deep support diver. Thanks, Dave! My 
ascent was uneventful but slow. At 30m Pete Diamond came 
down to check I was OK and did I want anything. The only 
thing I would have liked was to shorten the decompression 
time, but that was not possible. My run time for this dive 
was 194 mins, just over 3 hours, and I was glad to get out 
for a pee after a magnificent week's of diving. 
Thanks to: Pete Saul of Lady Jess Charters. I strongly 
recommend Pete as a first class dive boat skipper. Pete Dia-
mond for his support diver work. Dave Apperley for his 
continued assistance with this expedition. 
There is so much to see down there I guess we'll have 
to plan another expedition! 
Reproduced by the kind permission of the author, and Dave Moran of DIVE New Zealand/Pacific 
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20,000 Drachmas Under the Sea . 
..... Or How a Roving, Diving Author is Bent Beneath the Crushing 
Weight of Research by Torrance Parker. 
by 
"Roving" Tom Burgess 
I know they are out there in that vast sea of diving history 
salvors. They are the enterprising souls who will someday sell 
me a suitable-for-framing diving history time line; an illustrated 
and grand one, and in color of course. But before they get started, 
I must tell them that somewhere in their aggregate of historical 
"firsts," among the Tom Eadies and the Max Gene Nohls and 
whoever-underwater, there must be registered the name of one 
Demosthenes Kavasilas. 
And if you can say "who?" in Greek, then please be my 
guest as I wander off to olde Florida. But beware of historians 
bearing sponges. Especially the Greek American ones. 
You see, the name Demothenes Kavasilas was transposed 
to a notepad one afternoon as I sat 
decorating the bank of the Anclote 
River in Tarpon Springs, Florida-
the home of the fabled sponge-div-
ing community and a fountainhead 
of legends that were shaped in its 
heyday between 1905 and the late 
'40s. There, at a cafe, arms upon a 
blue-and-white oilcloth, I had deter-
mined to muse on those legends -, 
and I had all my musing equipment 
in place, you see; my pen and papers 
of course, and my third glass of ouzo 
-and this yogurt and garlic dip that 
combined with a galaktobouriko cus-
tard - was setting my bowel toward 
a gastric Seirenia. The food and drink 
aside though, my intention was to 
draft some text on a Tarpon of yore 
and its divers of yore - folks who 
had more and better guts than I have. 
from the sloop-rigged ELPIS, he was nevertheless graced with a 
full complement of mechanized gear that included a lifeline, a 
suit, and a hand-cranked pump; all of which - despite their 
availability in America - were shipped over from the Greek 
island of Hydra. His employers either didn't trust our Yankee 
machining or they got themselves a better deal, or they had 
family in the business. My money's on the latter since sponge 
diving in Greece- with surface supplied air- preceded the 
Florida venture by at least a couple of decades. 
That kind of fraternity also turned the population trick in 
Tarpon. Kavasilas' boss was a man named John Cocoris who 
was the first to transpose the diving approach to the hook-and-
spear sponge business. (Stashed 
his dough while working in the 
warehouse.) He was, in fact, the 
father of sponge diving in Tarpon 
but given that the little Gulf town 
ultimately became a microcosm 
of Greece- an American Greece 
- then Cocoris was to become 
the father of his "country" as well. 
And here is where some of the 
drama unfolds. 
And God knows I had inspira-
tion. Not from the local shops and 
cafes but from Anthony Quinn, don't 
you know - and Gilbert Roland -
and J. Carrol Nash- and sundry of 
those barrel-and-hair-chested sorts-
and from all the other forces of Hol-
lywood on both sides of the camera. 
And then, literature, you bet! Ernest 
Hemingway: To Have and Have Not; 
Postcard image of a Tarpon Springs sponge diver, 
circa 1930's. 
Buoyed by the success of his 
first boat and crew, John sent out 
a call for labor - to his home-
land islands of the Dodecanese-
and before long, dozens of boats 
were plying the Anclote river in 
and out of Tarpon - to and from 
the deeper, outer reefs where the 
"hookers" couldn't work. Before 
that first summer was over, some 
five hundred Greek males -
swarthy, noisy, vigorous 
men-were trammeling the docks 
and gabbling in a musical tongue. 
And they kept coming. And com-
ing. It scared the bejesus out of 
Floridians. Two years after John's 
initiating voyage, the Tarpon 
Sponge Exchange was opened, 
and by 1912 the United Divers 
the rivalries between the hooking spongers of Key West and 
the diving spongers of Tarpon. And then "The Ballad of 
Hamilton Pinder"; sung of a lad "poisoned in the blood" aboard 
a schooner in the sponge trade. Yes- yes! I was indeed bound 
to do this thing! ("Miss- could I have another_?") 
You see, there's much to envision- a small epic- in 
Tarpon, and the aforementioned Mister Kavasilas was there at 
its dawning. On June 18 in 1905, he stepped off a boat named 
ELPIS and became the first helmeted diver to descend into the 
Gulf of Mexico in search of sponges. Having sailed to his work 
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Supply Company was capitalized. By 1933, there were some 
eighty boats working the northern sponge beds and fifty of those 
were diving boats. So considering that most boats had two 
divers, it meant a big boodle of divers. In fact, using Ellsberg's 
Massawa as a comparison - or the overturned Normandie or 
even the old Whitstable watering-hole- there could possibly 
have been more bubbleheads living and working in Tarpon than 
in any other single place in the history of sub-nautica. On top 
of that, it was said that a single diver could provide jobs for 
fifteen other men! Barracks and outdoor cooking replaced 
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boarding houses. With a bare handful (sorry) of Greek women 
available and all that rampant testosterone in the air, feign to 
be the lady who thought that city construction gangs could be-
ahm! -expressive. 
But it's this early thirties time that drew me in- as I sat 
with my ouzo(s) making pencil marks. It's a sort of halfway 
point in the fat years and I could feel all the bygone energies 
and see the bygone tradesmen and craftsmen as they flailed the 
air with their hands- dismissing each other's joking and boast-
ing. I could see a machine shop that no longer exists; near the 
corner of Cross Street where 
it intersects Athens. I can see 
his own brass imprimatur. 
During my inquiries a local interested party said, "Oh, yes 
-that fellow, Torrance Parker has some of Smitzis' invoices." 
Well now, "what the __ ?" and "Jam my dump valve!" And 
from that point on, wherever I went, it was like running into 
little "Kilroy" signs in America's bee-bop era. In my mind, 
every smidgen of source material seemed to have, "Torrance 
was here" scrawled across it. After two or three more days had 
passed, I was suddenly seized with a realization: "My God! 
Parker is cranking-out another book!" 
As I understand it now-
as of this writing- Parker has 
even commandeered or con-
tracted a period boat with pe-
riod gear; an arrangement 
whereby he, himself, will dive 
the Twelve-mile Reef, walk 
the beds against a six-knot 
current, and - hacking away 
at a few sponges - will be-
come period Greek sponger-
for-a-day. And this is all to 
simply put him in the correct 
experiential mind-set and 
keep his writing arm in shape! 
Well now, who can buck that 
kind of resolve? 
The short of it is this: 
it now. In a small maze con-
sisting of a planer, a lathe, a 
milling machine and a drill 
press, Anthony Avgerinos, the 
first and master helmet maker 
of Tarpon, is leaning over a 
cast-iron mandrel form. With 
a wooden mallet and wooden 
chisel, he is beating stiff struc-
tural integrity into a breast-
plate from what had once been 
a flexible sheet of tinned cop-
per. Plagued with emphy-
sema, he is sometimes helped 
by another machinist whose 
shop is closer to the river. 
Down by its south bank, Tony 
Lerios is interrupting the 
threads on a helmet neck ring. 
Together with the lug ring, the 
brailles, and the port frames, 
it's been cast from his own 
wood patterns by his friend, 
Torrance Parker searches for Florida sponge, 1999 
Parker has a book on spong-
ers in the works. And it will 
be a good book and a thorough 
book and, knowing Torrance, 
it will have the color and the 
drama wedged between all the 
Sam Letos in his brass foundry on Columbus Drive in Tampa. 
And now, Lerios is crafting it into a finely-tooled helmet com-
ponent. For the younger Lerios, however, this is just an exer-
cise in helmet making - a piece of work he has resolved never 
to sell until old Avgerinos either hangs it up or dies. In business 
then for a dozen years, Lerios made a good living out of com-
pressors, propeller guards, and anything else of metal that kept 
a sponge boat in business; a trade he plied since 1913 when he 
came to America and signed on at still another machine shop -
that of Arthur Kaminis. 
Machinists. Boatwrights. Captains and crews- and divers 
- and scores of animated people washing, bleaching, drying 
and cutting sponges. All Greek to the core and all busy shaping 
a self-sufficient ethnic culture that included shops, churches, 
Greek-language radio programs, and Greek-style politics. 
Wasn't it pretty heady historical stuff, now? There at that cafe, 
I was certain I had the foundation for a small piece ofliterature 
or - as it turned out - perhaps only the small shards of a 
foundation. You see, it seems that while I was caught with some 
time in Tarpon - toying with the idea of a literary 
whatchamacallit, someone else had chronicled a hell of a lot 
more than I and was taking the whole business quite seriously. 
The evidence of this came shortly after my cafe episode as I 
was making some notes on a man named Smitzis who had once 
run stock-item supplies to the boats- equipment tagged with 
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pithy details. More impor-
tantly, there will be some (signed) complementary copies avail-
able and if I do the right things and say the right things, then 
maybe I'll get one of them. Then again, if Mister Parker has 
been hanging around those sound-thinking Greek merchants 
for any length of time, it will be he who does the right thing. 
He will simply sell me one. 
Well, hell - I just wanted to drink ouzo, anyhow. 
Editor's note. "Roving" Tom is currently recovering from 
his ouzo investigations and heading for South Carolina for some 
civil HDS research. He is the author of Take Me Under the Sea, 
The Dream Merchants of the Deep (see HDM#4 p39 and 
HDM#22 pp 15) Torrance Parker, with his hand-picked HDS 
diving crew, returned from his initial underwater survey of the 
sponge beds off Tarpon Springs in late November 1999 and is 
scheduled to return in August 2000. Torrance's book on the 
sponge diving industry is under way but no date for publica-
tion has been set. If "cowboy" can return the sponge diving 
research items that the editor generously loaned him, his chances 
of a fair review in Historical Diver will dramatically increase, 
and the sponge gods of Tarpon will probably smile more 
favourably upon him too. Torrance's 1997 book, 20,000 Jobs 
Under the Sea, which is reviewed in HDM#l3, is now in its 
second printing. 
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Helmets of the Deep 
Charles Person 
Sao Paulo, Brazil 
by Leslie Leaney 
Not much is currently known about this manufacturer. Photos of children playing with a similar helmet in a 
Brazilian jungle river were taken by Loren Mcintyre of Virginia, and can be found on page 212 of Helmets of the 
Deep. The late HDS member Frank Oschman of London had a photo of one of these helmets with a Person manufacturer's 
plaque on it. According to Frank the helmet was displayed at an establishment somewhere in the Caribbean. Some of 
the American "Mens" adventure magazines of the 50s and 60s featured stories of divers finding fortunes in South 
American rivers and the accompanying photos often showed this type of helmet. More recently Torrance Parker 
published photos from his Venezuela diving adventures that show divers rigged with this style helmet. See Torrance's 
book Twenty Thousand Jobs Under the Sea, page 272. 
The bonnet attaches to the breastplate by a series of small nuts and bolts. The first helmet shown is in original 
condition, has a manufacturer's plaque on the breastplate which states "Officina Mechanica, Charles Person, Rua. 
Augusta De Queiroz-9, Sao Paulo" and uses 12 bolts to secure the bonnet. The second helmet has been cleaned and 
polished. It does not have a manufacturer's plaque but the bonnet is stamped with a Ford scripted logo inside an oval 
containing the words AGENCIA P. GROSS A. This model uses eight nuts and bolts. The outer rim of the face-plate is 
unusual in that it is scalloped, so that the plate can be screwed in by hand without the use of the usual two brass handles 
that most screw in face-plates come with. The faceplate on the DESCO Nuclear helmet in HDM #16 is a similar 
design. 
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These two models are the property of Leon Lyons who "rescued" them from far afield. We hope to publish more 
information on this manufacturer in a future edition. 
Helmet photos courtesy Leon Lyons. 
Diver photo courtesy of Torrance Parker. 
Proud Sponsor of Historical Diver Magazine 
(picture circa 1944) 
DESCO CORPORATION 
240 N. MILWAUKEE ST. • MILWAUKEE, WI 53202 
PHONE (414) 272-2371 • FAX (414) 272-2373 
Email: diveq@ execpc.com 
www.divedesco.com 
www.descocorp.homestead.com 
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Using only the most 
up-to-date techniques 
and tools, our skilled 
craftsmen will take pride 
and pleasure in restoring 
your vintage helmet. 
Since 1937 
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6itbe ~lo•eb Jltlmtt• of tbt 19tb Cmtucy 
continued by Bob Ramsay 
As mentioned in the OHSASEA column in HOM 22, members in Adelaide recently located two early Siebe helmets. 
The first was incorrectly stated to be 2798. It is in actually 2795. Here are a few more photos and information. 
Front view of 2795 
2795. Siebe Gorman & Co. 
Side view showing lashing 
eye behind view port 
Left side view Rear view of bonnet showing 
hand-formed seams, locking 
pin and exhaust location. 
This is a matched helmet and the breastplate is stamped Siebe Gorman & Co. The bonnet is hand formed and the neck 
ring is recessed with the number 1 on the front outer face. One lashing eye remains in its original location at the lower 
left front of the face port while the other has been relocated behind the right view port. A spitcock has been located at 
lower right of the face port. The side light glasses are convex. The exhaust is in a similar position to style #4 (HOM 18 
p28). The face plate has a raised portion on the frame similar to the one on helmet 5 in HOM 18 p29. 
Helmet 4798/6906 
side view showing adjustable 
exhaust and vertically positioned 
4798 on 6906 or 9069. Siebe Gorman&. Co. Ltd. 
Rear view showing the comms 
connection 
Relocated 
adjustable 
exhaust 
The bonnet has convex side port glass and the exhaust has been moved, from its original angled position behind the 
right view port, to the position shown. The adjustable control wheel is probably a later model. The spitcock is mounted 
on the right and has been repositioned by 90 degrees, so that the handle operates in an horizontal mode, not the normal 
vertical. The lashing eyes are located above the face plate, and a custom comms connection has been attached at the 
rear. The locking pin is not original. The breastplate tag is worn and difficult to read but states Siebe Gorman & Co. 
Ltd. A bonnet of this vintage would be hand-formed, but I could not find any indication of this. 
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Miniature Mark V Helmet 
Cat. No. 60299 
DESCO introduces a 
1/lOth scale replica of the U.S. 
Navy Mark V Diving helmet 
known around the world. This 
cast bronze (lost wax method) 
highly detailed replica com-
prises of more than 60 indi-
vidual parts. All the fittings in-
cluding spitcock, exhaust 
valve, door and windows are 
faithfully reproduced. There is 
even the air control valve, air 
hose and communication 
cable, and a U.S. Navy Diver's knife included. As a final 
touch, after assembly a fine patina is applied to give the 
piece the appropriately aged appearance. This replica is 
imported by DES CO and is not available from anyone else 
in the USA. 
DESCO Corporation 
240 N. Milwaukee St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
Phone (414) 272-2371 Fax (414) 272-2373 
Email diveq@execpc.com 
www.divedesco.com 
1775-1995 -The History of American 
Deep Submersible Operations 
by Will Forman. 
A detailed history of 
the subject focusing 
primarily on the ves-
sels of the 1960s 
through the 1990s. 
Includes DSRV, 
ALVIN, ALUMINAUT, 
DEEPSTAR, TRIESTE, 
DEEP JEEP and more. 
"I cannot think of a 
more qualified per-
son to write this 
book. Will Forman's 
professional involve-
ment with the oceans 
virtually spans the contemporary history of man's ex-
ploration and use of the deep ocean."-Don Walsh 
312 pages, softbound, color and b&w photos, bibliog-
raphy. $39.50 plus $5.00 domestic, $10 overseas p&p. 
CAres add 7.75% sales tax. 
Mares America Corp. 
Shore Pointe, One Selleck St. 
Email: 
Norwalk, CT 06855 
Tel (203) 855-0631 
Fax (203) 866-9573 
Tech@ maresscuba.com 
Sporasub@ maresscuba.com 
Dacorsls@ di vedacor.com 
Escape Gravity™ 
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Classic Diving Equipment Groups Due to the prevailing liability laws in America the HDSUSA does 
not conduct any in-water activities. Some American based divers 
have formed groups to restore, operate and preserve the classic equipment of America's rich diving heritage. These groups often 
contain divers who are members of the HDSUSA. The activities of these groups are not official HDSUSA functions and the 
HDSUSA is not involved in any of the activities of these groups. A sad situation that the HDSUSA is forced to endure. This column 
is produced solely for the interest of our readers. Please consult the HDSUSA disclaimer at the front of this issue. 
The Treasure Coast Working Equipment Group is comprised of many 
personalities from the young and eager to learn, to the older, more experienced, who are 
willing to teach. We dive a large variety of equipment from the standard heavy deep sea gear 
to the lighter shallow water helmets. We also dive double hose regulators, rebreathers, and 
vintage underwater scooters and wet subs. What makes our group so unique is that the major-
ity of our dives are in the open ocean on shallow wrecks and sandy reefs. Other activities 
include static displays and demonstrations at local dive shows, nautical events and aquari-
ums. Members in our group have used their vintage gear for film documentaries and commer-
cial still ads. Our next dive rally is at the Jules' Undersea lodge on Aug. 5th & 6th, 2000 in 
Key Largo Florida. 
John GaHagan 
The Midwest Diving Equipment Group, an informal group of divers centered 
in the Chicago area, holds its annual exhibition & rally the first weekend of July each 
year. The group also provides demonstrations of vintage scuba and commercial gear 
at other local diving events. This year's July 1-2 exhibition will be held at Brandon 
Road Quarry in Joliet, Illinois. Local divers as well as members of the Northeast 
Diving Equipment Group (NEDEG) participate at these events, using various scuba 
and surface supplied gear. The compressor and some of the heavy gear is provided 
by the NEDEG, and our events are publicized on the NEDEG website. 
Greg Platt, organizer 
The Northeast Diving Equipment Group will be conducting its two annual Work-
ing Equipment Rallies on June 10-12 (the "D-Day Rally," even though D-Day June 6 
this year falls in the middle of the preceding week) and the Labor Day weekend, Sep-
tember 2-4. Both rallies will be at the Willow Springs Quarry Park at Richland, Penn-
sylvania Uust west of Reading), and the diving will run from 10:00 a.m. Saturday to 
5:00p.m. Monday. 
The Group's new compressor has proven capable of sustaining three free-flow 
helmets at one time. On hand will be a number ofMkV rigs, as well as a Navy Mkl2, 
SuperLites, Aquadyne AH2s and a variety of other heavy gear and modern lightweight 
outfits. There is no charge other than the normal admission to Willow Springs ($1 0 per 
day), and scuba certified divers are welcome (on a time-available basis) to dive the 
gear after going through an equipment familiarization course that includes tending and 
a lightweight surface supplied dive. The Group has suspended publication of The 
Nor'Easter newsletter and will do all of its notices through its two websites, with the 
Website #2 (www.geocities.com/pipeline/reef/1484) carrying the EVENTS schedule 
and newest activity photo coverage -- Jim Boyd, NEDEG organizer. 
The MOAV Heavy Gear Group has formed in the Houston, Texas area. We would like all who are interested in 
joining us to apply on our website listed below. MOAV operates a free online Trading Post for the historical diving 
community where you can buy, sell, trade and post wanted ads for heavy gear. On Sunday May 7, 2000, MOAV 
members Bill Gronvold, Richard Lowe and Russell Potocki met with Mr. Charlie Orr, Mom Orr and Dorothy Barstad 
of the California Classic Equipment Divers (CaCED) in Dallas, Texas. Charlie was made an official MOAV Heavy 
Gear Group member. All ofthe aforementioned MOAV members are also CaCED members. MOAV plans to partici-
pate in a CaCED rally this year, and will be inviting CaCED members to our rallies in the future. MOAV is also proud 
to announce our Club membership in HDSUSA. For more information please visit our site at http://moav.net. 
Russell Potocki 
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UHEXSO is working on some exciting new projects. Over the summer and 
fall of 2000, UHEXSO members will be completing the survey of the Emergency 
Fleet Corporation (EFC) wrecks located in the Sabine River. The EFC ships were 
wooden hulled freighters built during WW I to meet the shortage of transport ships 
needed to ferry war materials to Europe. Once completed, the UHEXSO team will 
be moving into Matagorda Bay to assist the Texas H~storical Commission with the 
survey of French and Spanish wrecks. On the diving front, UHEXSO has secured 
the Aquarena Center, San Marcos, Texas as its dive rally venue. The Center offers 
an underwater viewing area, great visibility and a constant 72 degree temperature 
year round. We will be putting on several shows and rallies over the next year at this 
location, so check out the UHEXSO web site for pictures from these events. Over 
the July 4th weekend, UHEXSO will be putting on a show at the Center, the theme 
being "Pearl Harbor to Flight 800," a history of U.S.N. diving. This should prove 
exciting. In other news, UHEXSO has been recognized as an Internationally Affili-
ated Society by the HDS-UK and an Affiliated Society by HDS-USA. Also looka at 
Deep Diving Adventures, a children's book on the history of diving. UHEXSO con-
tributed to the production of this book by providing the factual editing. If you are in the Texas area, please contact us 
to participate in these exciting projects. 
The California Classic Equipment Divers are making 
plans for two events this summer. On July 8, the group will be 
holding a rally at the College of Oceaneering in Wilmington, 
California, during the Student's Appreciation Day activities. 
Diving in the relatively safe fresh water tanks gives the less 
experienced members of the group a chance to learn the skills 
required to dive the heavy gear and to be a good tender. Sev-
eral members of the group will also bring along their double-
hose SCUBA gear and join the heavy gear divers in the tanks. 
On September 2, Labor Day weekend, a dive demonstra-
tion will be conducted at the L.A. Maritime Museum in San 
Pedro, California. The more experienced divers will be diving 
in the L.A. Harbor from the Museum's tugboat ANGELS GATE. 
This was a very successful, fun filled day last year for both the 
CCED and the Museum. 
The group began holding regular bi-monthly meetings this 
year and have now developed a Safe Practices Standard that all divers must read before diving. The Standard is based 
on the safety requirements of Parker Diving Service which was revised by Rick Eriksen to meet the needs of the 
group. Other forms used by the group have also been slightly revised after being reviewed at the meetings. Not only 
are such things as forms and procedures discussed, but practice dress-in sessions are carried out with instructions and 
critiques from Torrance Parker and Capt. Ed White on how to properly carry out the tender's duties and get the diver 
into and out of the water quickly, efficiently and above all, safely. 
For details of regional rallies, meetings, etc. contact the following groups: 
Texas. The Undersea Heritage & Exploration Society. A Non-Profit Corporation. John F. Hoover, Executive Direc-
tor. Phone 512-288-7067 www.geocities.com/-uhexso 
New Jersey. Northeast Diving Equipment Group. Jim Boyd, organizer. Phone 973-948-5618 www.geocities.com/ 
pipeline/reef/ 1484 
Chicago. Midwest Working Equipment Group. Gregg Platt, organizer. Phone 874-854-7154 
California Classic Equipment Divers. Charlie Orr, organizer. Phone 310-834-7051 www.geocities.com/Pipeline/ 
Halfpipe/4507 
Florida's Treasure Coast. John Gallagan 954-989-1377, or Marc Cohen 954-565-9754 www.hybdiving.com 
Rocky Mountain Working Equipment Group. Contact Ross Boxleitner, 303-232-2264 rboxl@aol.com 
Santa Barbara, California. SBWEG. Scrap Lundy, organizer. Phone 805-963-4151. 
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Auction Report 
by Leslie Leane} 
Maritime Antiques 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
March 25, 2000 
Realized prices do not include 10% buyers premium 
Russian 3 bolt helmet, $1300 
Russian diver's knife, $425 
Canvas light-weight diver's boots, $375 
Complete diver's outfit with A. Schrader 3 light commercial helmet, iron san-
dals, weight belt, corns box, Morse shallow water pump, diver's dress, $4,750 
Siebe Gorman diver's knife with scabbard and belt, $450 
Solid brass plaque with diver's helmet and dolphins, $300 
USN Mark V style screw in knife, $225 
Contemporary carved and painted trade sign "0. Littlewood Diving Apparatus", $200 
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SCUBA TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
Manufacturers of world class 
Underwater Breathing Apparatus 
is a proud sponsor of 
this issue of 
Historical Diver Magazine 
922 Hurricane Shoals Road 
Lawrenceville, GA 30043 
(707) 962-2552 
(888) lSI-SAFE 
FAX (707) 963-2797 
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Ye Olde Master Diver's Locker 
Being a visual accounting of some of the weird and wonderful 
diving gear evaluated by the U.S. Navy 
Min-0-Lung. Undated 
The negative sleeve on these two images states "Min-0-lung with Experimental Canister. Tom James" and is 
numbered 242, but is undated. The photo appears to have been taken in the Diving Locker as there are two helium and 
two air Mark V's at the top of the white background sheet. 
Mouthpieces. Undated 
We thought we would share these three USN images that we have kept around the office as reminders for our 
dental check ups. The negative sleeve states only "Mouthpiece Ills." and is numbered 00180 but has no date. No doubt 
a knowledgeable member can tell us who manufactured the mouthpieces but what we'd really like to know is whose 
skull is it? - Editors 
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INFORMATION WANTED 
Aluminum Full Face Mask from HDM #11. 
Since we ran these photos a few members have mentioned that they have an example of this mask in their collection, 
and we located a photo of one in operation on the wall of NEDU in Panama City. (Bob, if you can get a minute away 
from signing all those Sea Dwellers books, you may remember you promised to get us a copy of this.) We recently 
received an envelope of diving related articles from former U.S.N. diver Joe Faiss. Included in these articles was a 
page from the January 1944 edition of Popular Science, which seems to solve most of the mystery. Our thanks to Joe. 
WAR IDEAS: 
SHALLOW SEA DIVING, without 
the costly and cumbersome equipment 
usually needed for underwater work, 
can be done with this diving "face-
plate" designed by Richard B. 
Comstock, U.S.N. Consisting of an 
oval frame fitted with a glass window 
and a sponge-rubber cushion around 
the edge to make a watertight contact, 
the plate is held on the wearer's head 
by means of straps. Fresh air enters 
through a hose connection at the top 
of the plate: exhaled air passes out 
through one-way valves at the bottom. 
For want of a better title, it is sug-
gested that this model be refered to 
as a Comstock Mask, until further in-
formation comes to light. 
BOSTON DIVER. 
FOUL AIR 
OUTLET 
My grandfather Frederick J. Gifford was a hard hat diver working out of the port of Boston, MA, in the 1890's and 
early 1900's. He died when I was a young boy and I am trying to learn more about him. Any help members can provide 
would be greatly appreciated. 
Edward J. Gifford email Eimagine2@ aol.com 
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IN MEMORY 
Bernice McKenzie 
Bernice McKenzie, former Vice President of DESCO Corporation, passed away on March 28, 
2000, at the age of 88. 
In 1942, Bernice answered a newspaper classified ad for a "solderer." She had never soldered 
before, but she took a chance and applied. After interviewing with Jack Browne she got the job. The 
country was gearing up for the war and DESCO was receiving large government contracts for diving 
equipment and, as a consequence, a rapid expansion of the labor force followed. A few months after 
learning to solder Bernice found herself teaching the new arrivals. Through the 1940s, Bernice moved 
to other departments in the company learning how each was run. In 1950 this experience paid off 
when she was appointed Vice President. This was very unusual for the time. Over the years she 
became the public persona of DESCO. Divers from around the world called Bernice for the equip-
ment they needed. DES CO still gets people calling and asking for Bernice out of habit. 
Bernice was not a diver. Her only experience came when she accepted a challenge to suit up in a 
Mark V rig and take the plunge. Plunge is an apt description since it was necessary to throw her off the 
deck. The diving outfit weighed more than she did and she couldn't move in it while high and dry. 
After 47 years on the job Bernice retired in December of 1989. In 1995, The Association of 
Diving Contractors awarded Bernice the Tom Devine Memorial Award for her contributions to the 
diving industry. 
Bernice will be remembered for her honesty, integrity, knowledge, and her sincere interest in the 
people she served. The divers who came to DESCO for equipment usually left with more. They left 
with the friendship of a remarkable woman who succeeded in a man's world. 
Ric Koellner 
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IN MEMORY 
Alfred H. Hanson 
April 16, 1910 - March 21, 2000 
Alfred H. Hanson passed away on March 21, 2000 at his home in Harbor City, California. Al was born in 
North Dakota and later moved to Astoria, Oregon. In 1922, he relocated to Lindsey, California and worked 
through WWII at Kaiser Shipyards in Richmond. During this time he became a three star superintendent and 
received several awards including a letter of commendation from the British Government for his extraordi-
nary efforts in shipbuilding. Once the war was over Al moved to Cambria on the central California coast, 
founded Hanson Fisheries, and started diving for abalone. In 1949 he moved to Avalon on Santa Catalina 
Island and worked abalone around the Channel Islands. In 1950, he received a contract to demonstrate the art 
of deep sea diving under the glass bottom boats in Avalon Bay, and both Aland his wife Norma became a part 
of this unique tourist attraction. In 1959, AI started a diving, salvage and mooring service and became in-
volved with helping the City Engineer of Avalon develop a piling wrap system to protect the pier pilings. This 
plastic barrier was installed by divers and stopped the marine boring organisms from destroying the wood 
pilings. In 1958, AI did a similar test program for the Port of Los Angeles which had almost one million wood 
pilings. Al's work was successful and he and Norma went on to dive for the Port of Los Angeles for about 27 
years. 
My father was also a deep sea diver and had introduced me to AI when I was about seven years old. I 
started working as a diver in the Port of Los Angeles in 1967 and by 1974Al and Norma had talked me into 
contracting for the Port doing similar work to theirs. My contract lasted 10 years. During this time, AI always 
inspired me and other young divers by helping us design and build our own diving helmets and tools. The 
piling program received a great deal of publicity and Al and Norma started traveling worldwide to inspect and 
consult on the maintenance of pier pilings. Even the U.S. Navy revered Al as the guru of pier pilings. Throughout 
his diving career Al always remained busy. He was a construction diver, a member of Diver's Union Local 
2375, an accomplished salvage diver, and also worked on many films for the Hollywood studios including 
Disney's 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. 
Al Hanson helped and inspired so many people in the diving industry and his contributions to his fellow 
divers will be missed. Al is survived by his wife Norma, brother James E. Hanson, sister Gladys Seaman, four 
grandchildren and five great-grandchildren. All of us who knew Al will miss his witty sense of humor and his 
great diving abilities. Hats off to Al Hanson, a great deep sea diver. 
Don Wright. 
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IN MEMORY 
Emerson Denmark Buie 
AprilS, 1911- January 29,2000 
Born in Wilmington, North Carolina, Emerson Denmark Buie enlisted in the United States Navy in 1927 and 
spent nearly 50 years involved in diving. In 1934 he qualified as a U.S.N. Second Class Diver. In 1935 he 
graduated as a First Class Diver at the Deep Sea Diving School in Washington, D.C. From there he served 
aboard the U.S.S. FALCON and the U.S.S. PIGEON. Shortly before WWII he joined the Mine Recovery School as 
a Master Diver. During his service with this unit he was awarded the Navy and Marine Corps. Medal for 
"extraordinary heroism and distinguished service." He spent two tours of duty with the Naval Technical 
Mission in Europe working with the Port Party unit in England. Upon his return to America he set about 
designing his own mine disposal diving system. With the support of Jack Browne at DESCO, he developed 
and patented a non-magnetic recirculating diving system. A very limited number of these units were manufac-
tured by DESCO and they saw service with the U.S.N. E.D. Buie retired from the U.S.N. in 1947 as a Lieuten-
ant, and in 1983 he self-published a book on his career. Reference to his work can be found in HDM #1, 
Interview with Bernice McKenzie, and HDM # 20, Bob Kirby and the Development of the Helium Recirculator. 
A fuller accounting of his career will appear in a future issue of Historical Diver. He is survived by his wife 
Rachel Amsdorff Buie, a daughter, two sisters, two grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. He was bur-
ied with full military honors at Beaufort National Cemetery, South Carolina. 
- Al Betters and Leslie Leaney 
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CLASSIFIEDS - Classified Rates: MEMBERS: 25 cents per word, 
$2.50 minimum. NONMEMBERS: $35.00 per column inch, minimum $35.00 Pay-
ment must be made with order. Advertising copy should be sent to: HD Classified, 2022 
CliffDr#405, Santa Barbara, CA 93109-1506 
Cut-off for Advertisements in HD #24 is August 1, 2000. 
YOKAHAMA SUITS: new, unpunched $2000.00. Used suits P.O.R. 
I 000 watt lamps for navy light; screw base $65.00, brass tube base $50.00. 
Submarine thread fittings, valves, non returns, helmet parts, P.O.R. 
Helium Oxygen system, complete, ready to dive $5000.00. Dave Clark 
206-783-6699 Fax 206-781-2377.Mark G. Bayuk 
MOAV: Heavy Gear Group Forming, Southeast Texas Charter Member-
ships now available. Visit our website www.moav.net. 
NORWEGIAN commercial diver seeks contact with anyone who has 
knowledge and/or experience in extremely long-term underwater expo-
sure (not saturation dive). Interested in equipment, procedures, practical 
solutions etc. Also interested in publications, books, leaflets etc. on this 
topic. Sven Landro, Hauketoun 16A, N-1266, Oslo Norway Tel. +47 906 
73 962. 
WANTED: old hardhat photos in good contition. Reply to Pete Berdzar, 
796 Oakhurst Dr, San Diego CA 92114. 
WANTED: U.S. Navy diving Manual-1916, U.S. Navy Diving Manual 
- 1924, Les Photographie SousMarins By L Boutan. Manuals and book 
must be in excellent condition. Send reply to: Pete Berdzar, 796 Oakhurst 
Dr, San Diego CA 92114. 
WANTED: 4 light Schrader in excellent condition. No patches and all 
serial numbers must be matching. Please send photos to: Pete Berdzar, 
796 Oakhurst Dr, San Diego CA 92114 
WANTED: 3 bolt Russian helmet. Have Japanese TOA suit size 4 in good 
contition, for partial trade. 707-445-3409. 
WANTED: Sportsways/Waterlung equipment "Sport Diver" "T" ex-
haust; "Sea Vue" gauge; "Dual Air" 2 hose, 2 stage; late 70s/early 80s 
"Octopus" unit (orange cover); 42 ft3 cylinders; I am not a collector but a 
committed Sportsways/Waterlung consumer. Ron Stem #2021 Phone 
352-666-6297. 
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NAUtr'IEK I STANDARD DIVING! EQUIPMENT 
Van Polanenpark 182 
2241 R W Wassenaar 
Netherlands 
TEL: 011 31 70 51 147 40 
FAX: 011 31 70 51 783 96 
Harbour 
Supplies 
Constantly changing inventory 
of original helmets, Siebe 6 
and 12 bolts, USN, Russian, 
Korean, Chinese, some very 
old hats. 
Rapidly diminishing stock of 
pumps, mostly Siebe, 1850? Tyler. 
Also suits, boots, knives, radios, spares, etc. 
Good stock of twin hose regulators for trade 8x 
Heinke Mk 5, 6 x Heinke Mk 3. 
Fax or Phone for complete list 
Adam 
Taunton House,Taunton Road 
Swanage, Dorset BH19 2BY England 
Phone/Fax 011-44-1929-4285032 
Phone 011-44-1929-425440 
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Historical Diving Society USA Membership Application 
Annual Membership Information 
SPONSOR NAME (PLEASE PRINT): SPONSOR'S MEMBER NUMBER: 
Class of Membership: 
D Founding Benefactor (Lifetime Membership). $1000.00 D Dive Stores ............................................. $50.00 
D Family (Domestic USA Only) .............................. $45.00 D Individual (Domestic USA Only) ........... $35.00 
D Corporate ............................................................ $100.00 D Student (Domestic USA Only) ............... $25.00 
D Diving Clubs ........................................................ $50.00 D Mexico and Canada ................................ $45.00 
D Institutional (Colleges and Schools) .................... $50.00 D Overseas ................................................. $50.00 
Brief description of your interest in diving. Maximum of 24 words (optional): 
I wish my name, address, phone number and above details to be entered in the member register. DYes ONo 
Signed: .......................................................................................................... Date: ........................................ 
Please complete for Membership and/or Merchandise - Please Print Clearly or Type 
Name: Member No. 
Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: Country 
Telephone: Fax: e-mail 
Order and Payment Information 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY SIZE COLOR PRICE TOTAL 
EACH 
Method of payment: Subtotal 
D Cash D Check (enclosed) DMO CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
Credit Card: ojv/SAJ o(IB D Total shipping (see item description) 
Total enclosed 
Card NO: (U.S. FUNDS ONLY, PLEASE} 
Exp. Date: Please photocopy this form. 
Name on Card (Please Print) MAIL ORDER TO: HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY ORDERS 
2022 CLIFF DRIVE #405 
Signature SANTA BARBARA, CA 93109-1506 U.S.A. 
OR FAX WITH CREDIT CARD DETAILS TO: 
Phone Number in case there are problems 805-692-0042 
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. 
Hl~T' JKn :AI UIV~K Vol~ Issue l Wmter :zuuu 
Historical Diver is Sponsored by: 
DAN. 
Divers Alert Network 
Your Dive Safety Association 
Dive Commercial 
International 
J e an - Michel Cousteau - Kellco 
SCUBA 
TECHNOLOGIES 
INCORPORATED 
Since 1937 
